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A Texan and two Minnesotans
went to Alaska to hunt bear.
In camp, the Minnesotans abort-
ed closeting their guns and
were ridiculed by the Texan:
"Why, down Texas-way. we
kill 'ern barehanded!"
"We'd like to see you gat
a big Kodiak bear without a
gun!" replied his =
whereupon the Texan
out emptyhended. Some time
later his friends, in the cabin,
hesoi him yelling. Looking out
the window, they saw him run
fling with a big 1,000-pound
Kodiak lumbering right behind
• "Open the door!" he yelled
,
so they did. The Texan stood
aside and the Kodiak ran right
into the cabin. He slammed
the door shut and yelled.
"You .in that one while I
go get another."
Through June 30, 1970 all U. S.
Presidents combined had used
the veto 2,252 times with only
74 overridden. Of the 2,232 to-
tal, "regular vetoeis" numbered
J,293 with die rest being" par
bet vetoes". A pocket iIi
achieved by the President mere-
ly failing to sign the bill and
k dice a natural death.
Franklin D. Roosevelt vetoed
more bills teen any other pres-
ident during his 12 plus years
In office. He vetoed 633 bills.
Cleveland vetoed 583, Trumsn




Arlo Sprunger, Jr.,' son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,
Sr. of Murray, was recently
notified that two of his paint-
ings have been selected for fi-
nal jiiilAgien_et the 1970 New
York International Art Show
in New York City.
Approximately 1,000 works
of art in painting and sculpt-
ure have been selected for the
"Ds Vinci" Open Art Comp
tion, and from among these ten
finalists will be chosen. Various
each prizes will be awarded,
including the trend Prise of
$25,000.00 and the Ds Vinci
Award.
A selected number of prise-
wiceing works of set win be
chosen for the New York Wor-
ld Tour Exhibition. A panel
of distinguished art critics w4i
select the prize-winners in -
final judging on July 24.
Sprunger's 'rankings entitled
"Sun Fear" and "GeMhos"
are rendered with acrylic an
on canvas. Both are attempts at
merging abstract expreasidn-
ism with surrealist-1r thou
ght
His paintings will be among
those on exhibit in the New
York Coliseum July 20-August
9 at which over 300,000 people
are expected to attend. All
works will be available for pur-
chase excluding the ten pur-
chase prizes.
Sprunger and his wife, the
former Jane Saxon also of Mur-
ray, plea to attend the open-





in Marvin of 1815 College
Terrace Drive, Murray, was in-
jured in a truck and car col-
lision Tuesday morning on May-
field Highway 121 east of the
Sanders Garden Center. Also
injured was Roos Wallace of
Mayfield Route Three.
Marvin suffered two fract-
ured ribs, a sprained ankle, and
a contusion to the -thigh, ac-
cording to officials at the Mins
ray-CAllovray County Hospital
wrere he was treated.
Wallace suffered a lacers-
non to the scalp, hospital of
&dais said.
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor
gen said Wallace was driving
a 1982 Oldsmobile and Marvin
was driving a truck for the
South Central Bell Telephone
Company when the collision
occurred. Both vehicles were
reported to be extensively
damaged.
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, July 8, 1970
SMOKE WAS ROLLING from the home of Mrs. Dorothy Eaker at 400 North Fifth
 Street yester-
day as Murray City Firemen fought to contain a fire which destroyed
 the contents of the home.
The fire was reported yesterday at 4:05 p. in. and apparent
ly started in a closet beneath some
Photo by C. Eugene Tebbe
Sgt. & Mrs. Williams
At Home In Cahfornia
Sergeant and Mrs Charles
T. Williams and daughter Cathy
have arrived at Los Alamitos,
California where Sergeant Wil-
limns will complete his tour of
duty with the United States
Marine Corps.
They have spent the last
month with their parents here
In Murray after Williams re-
turned from oversees duty in
Viet Nem and Okinewa.
Their address in California is




West Kentucky: A slight
chance of showers or thunder-
storms today tonight and Thurs-
day. Considerable cloudiness
and not much change in the
temperature through Thursday.
High today upper 80s to mid
90.. Laws tonight in the mid
60s to low 70s. High Thursday




for Kentucky Friday through
Sunday:
Pertly cloudy through Sun-
day with chance of thunder-
showers Friday, Saturday and
Sueday. Continued warm. Highs
In upper 80s and lower 90s.
Lows mid 00s to lower 70s.
Kentucky Lake elevations as
measured by Tennessee Valley
Authority at 7 a. m yesterday
with predictions to midnight
tonight.
Scott Fitzhugh 357.7 fell 0.2
Eggners Ferry 357.6 fall 0.2
Kentucky HW 357.7 fall 0.2
Zentiacky TW 301.9 -fluctuate
FIVE CITED
Five persona were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were-two for not having a city
auto sticker, one for no privi-
lege license, one for no oper-
ator's license, and one for im-
proper registretion and not hie-
ing a city SIM sticker.
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI)—The United
States has started its "phase
four" program to withdraw
150,000 more GIs from Vietnam
by removing the advance
elements. of an Air Force
squadron from the war zone,
U S. military sources said
today.
The withdrawal was believed
to involve about 300 men,
including 100 crewmen and MO
support personnel,
It came as South Vietnam
announced it had poured 6,000
fresh troops across the border
for a new operation in the
Cambodian part of the Mekong
Delta.
The new drive was designed
to , keep heavy pressure on
Communist sanctuaries and
permit the new American troop
Richard N. James
Dies In Memphis
Richard Newell James of
Memphis, Tenn., was pronoun-
ced dead on arrival at the John
Gaston Hospital at Memphis on
Tuesday at 5:30 a. In. He was
stricken ill at his home.
James, age 54, was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church in Murray. He was born
December 9, 1915, in Hollow
Rock, Teno., mid Ms parents
were the late Rev. John Eu-
ward James and Lillian Cun-
ningham James. He was a vet-
eran of World War II.
The Memphis man is sur-
vived by one sister, Mrs J. B.
Wilson, 305 North 13th Street,
Murray, one brother, Vernon
James of Tulsa. Oklahoma, and
three nephews, James Frank
Wilson, Bill Wilson, and Ver-
non James Jr., of Tulsa Okla-
homa.
The funeral services will be
held Thursday at ten a. mi. it
the South Pleasant Grove Unit-
ed Methodist Church with Rev.
Elbert Johns officiating.
Pallbearers will be Leslie
Dalton, Luther Gooch, Taylor
Gooch, Leon Phillips, Heater
Hugh Brown, and Clem Cun-
ningham. Burial will be in the
South Pleasant Grove Ceme-
tery with the arrangements by
the J. H. Churchill Funeral









o' WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres-
ident Nixon has ended a
surprise strike against three
major railroads—and averted a
threatened nationwide rail tieup
—by ordering up a new
government effort- to solve a
union dispute hanging more
than a decade,
Nixon imposed _a 60-day halt
to a- strike which began
suddenly Tuesday morning
against the Baltimore & Ohke,
Louisville & Neste tile and
Southern Pacific Railroads, The -
United Transportation Union
action had stranded passengers
and perishable freight in 16
states.
The President ordered crea-
tion of a special emergency
teontinulikt on Page Twelve)
Dear Editor:
I want to take this opportunity
to thank the newspaper for the
outstanding support given 4-H
club work while I serve'. as
County Extension Agent for the
last twelve years in Calloway
County. This has been a great
help to our 4-H program in Ca.
llcrway County and I would like
to encourage you to continue
this support under the guidance
of Mr. Fred Gillum.
I want to thank the leaders,
parents and 4-H memeere for
their help and their coreledera-
tion in working with me during
this period. I think Calloway
County has ;Meat Possibilities
In 9-H work and want to en-
courage continued support ef
all interested people in 4-11 club
work,
I also want to thank those of




25 From Area Attend State
Dairy and Livestock Contest
A total of 25 4-H members
from the Purchase Area en-
tered the State Dairy and Live-
stock Judging Contests held
Tuesday, June 30, at the Cold-
stream Dairy Center on the
University of Kentucky campus
in Lexington.
Those participating in the
contests included: Cecelia
Sims, Alene Paschall, Carol
Hodge, Sandra Stark, Debra
Tucker, Max-its Goately, Lisa
Goatley, Robin Rowland, John-
ny Howard, Steve McCuiston,
Ttree Persors,„
Are Reported Injuied
Three persons, injured in ac-
cidents, were treated at the
emergency room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital
on Tuesday.
Melvin Cavitt, age 14, of 100
Spruce Street, suffered a con-
tusion to the right forearm in
a bicycle accident.
Two men from Route Four,
Buchanan, Tenn., were treated
after being in a horse accident.
Doug Jackson, age 13, had
laceration over the left eye,
and Larry Williams, so 18,
had a comminuted fracture to
the left arm and a laceration





Clyde McMullins of Spruce aid
Cherry Streets has been charged
with pogsession of alcoholic
beverages in local dry option
territory and with contributing to
the delinquency of a minor
cording to the office of Sheriff
Clyde Steele.
McMullins was charged after a
raid was made at his home on
Tuesday morning about 12:30 by
Sheriff Steele Deputy Sheriff
Maurice Wilson and members of
the Murray Police Department.
Sheriff Steele said McMullins
had sold alcoholic beverages to
fourteen and sixteen year old
Juveniles. Wine, whiskey, and
beer were confiscated in the raid
by the local law officials
Revival Services At
Mt. Carmel Church
Revival services will be held
at the New Mt. Cannel Sits-
&teary Baptist Church start-
ing Sunday, July 12, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, July
19.
Bev. Gerald Owen will be the
evangelist for the services to
be held weekdays at 10:45 a.
al. nod 7:45 p. in. Services on
Sunday will be Sunday School
at ten a. at. and preaching at
11 a. a.
The church pastor, Rev. Bil-
ly Gallimore, invites the public
to *Mend.
Krit Stubblefield, Jimmy Bur-
keen, Larry Tucker, Jerry Tuck-
er, Kenneth Paschall, David
Hobbs, Bobby Hobbs, Jimmy
Ballard, Ricky Wilson, Ftonnie
Wilson, Roger Potts, DannY
Brame, Jerry Wyatt, Mike Dar-
nell, David Beane, Stanley
Vaughn and Mark Smith.
The croup was accompanied
by coaches, Ted Howard, Fred
Gillum and John Vaughn; cha-
perones, Mrs. James Tucker
and Mrs. Carves Paschall; and
Kathy Stubblefield, a former
member of the State Dairy Jud-
ging team.
David Hobbs of Fancy
was the high scoring individ-
ual in tre overall division of
the senior contest scoring 450
of a possible 500 points. David
also placed second in reasons,
second in Holsteins and third
in Jerseys. The senior area team
composed of David Hobbs, Bob-
by Hobbs, Jimmy Ballard, and
Ricky Wilson pieced four*.
The Purchase Area had a
total of 21 junior participants
with 15 of these being from
Calloway County. The area jun-
ior team composed of Merits
Goatley, Robin Rowland, John-
ny Howard and Steve McCuis-
tee -placed second.
Other awards won by junior
members included: Robin Row-
land, fleet in Holsteins; John-
ny Howard, seventh in Hol-
steins; Cecelia Sims, second in
Jerseys; and Steve McCuisten
ad Lisa Goatley tied for second
in the Ayrshire and Brown
Swiss category.
The group left Murray on
'Monday, June .29, and returned
Wednesday, July 1. The trip
was sponsored locally by the
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank,
and Hopkinsville Federal Sav-
ings and Loan, according to a
spokesman for the group.
Civitans To loin With
ther Clubs On
Highway Move
The Murray Civitan Club,
voted to join with other civic
clubs in Murray in a confer-
ence with Governor Nunn and
Highway Commissioner Goss to
discuss needed improvements
on highways serving Murray, at
their July 2, meeting.
The Civitans also voted to
provide $200.00 to the Murray
Baseball Amociation to help
sponsor the Regional Colt Leag-
ue Tournament in August.
Plans were also made to op-
erate the Civitan Ice-Cream
booth at the Calloway County
Fair.
Edward Hendon, newly elect-
ed, president of the Murray
Civitans, introduced Mr. Alvis
Jones as a visitor and Dr. Wil-
lem Pressen as charter mem-
ber returning to active mem-
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Vandaism Reported
At High School Site
Vandalism was reported to
equipment at the construction
site of the new Murray High
School building on Doran Road
according to the report made to
the Murray Police Department
this morning at 7:15.
Sgt. Mozell Phillips of the
Police Department said spark
plugs and gauges were broken off
a Caterpillar DW-15 and two
Caterpillar tractors DC-6.
Sheriff Clyde Steele was also
called to the construction site
after the vandalism was
discovered
ader Dies
At Age of MO
Here On Tuesday
Mrs. Alma Houston Strader
who celebrated her 100th bir-
thday on March 27 of this year
succumbed Tuesday at 2:30 p.
in. at the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Hospital. Her death fol-
lowed an extended illness.
The deceased was the widow
of John C. Strader who died in
1928. Two daughters who also
.peeded bee death were "Mit:
Fannie Henry who died March
26, 1968, and Mrs. Udah Lax
who died December 3, 1959.
She was the sister of the late
Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
Mrs. Strader was a member
of the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Her parents
were the late James Knox Polk
Wells and Fannie Thornton
Wells.
Among the survivors are two
grandsons, seemly and Leon
Henry of Murray, one sister,
Mrs. Helen Wells leusiter of
Murray, and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday et 2:30 p. tn. =
chapel of the J. H. Ch
Funeral Home with Rev. IL L
Lax and Rev. Coy Garrett of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Jesse
Wells Lassiter, Joe Lassiter, Jo-
seph Meador, Waiter Wilson,
Lelon Strader, and James Las-
siter Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the J. IL Chur-
chill Funeral Home where fri-
ends may call.
Revival services et the Un-
ion Ridge United Methodist
Church will begin next Mon-
day, July 13 and continue thro-
ugh Friday, July 17.
Services will be held each
night at 7:30 p.
The evangelist will be Tom
Atwood.
BRUSH FIRE
The Murray Fire Depart-
ment used the booster to ex-
tinguish the flames of a brush
fire on Industrial Road last
night about 9:17 p. in.
see-e
THE FIFTEEN children ,ind ttitir families o
f the late Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Smith of Kiricsey held
their family reunion at the old homeplace on Saturday. J
uly 4. A Iiietket dinner was served at
noon-Pictured, front row, left to right. Mrs. Ruby Clary, Hazel P
ark. Mich., Mrs. Hallie Williams
Marshaljville, Ohio. Mrs, Lorene Clary. Paris, Tenn.. Mrs. Audie Long
. Tampa. Fla Mrs. Lois
Medlock. Springville, Tenn.. and Mrs Eunice Wil son. Cottage 'Grove. Tenn.
; second row, Kermi
Smith; Kreksey. Destcin Smith. Warren. Mich.. Rudy Smith and Refus
 Kirksey. and Mes
kel Smith, Garde!) City, Mich.: third row. Lloyd Smith. Detroit, Mich.
. Brooks Smith. Mayfield
Hayden Smith, Michigan, and Euel smith. Kirk sey. Three childre
n deceased are Lewis, Cecil
and-tea-infant -twin brother of Kermit Smith. AU fifteen-0e the c,
hildren are married and ,tiave cbil-
dr-en and grandchildren •
Jesse Stuart, noted Kentucky
author, will be at the Callo-
way County Public Library Fri-
day, July 10, at 3:00 p. in. Mr.
Stuart is at Murray State Uni-
versity in connection with the
three-week Writer's Workshop
now in progress.
He is the author of severe'
books, poems, essays and short
stories, most of them dealing
with his native Kentucky. Mr.
Stuart has also written several
children's books which include
titles "The Red Mule" and "A
Penny's Worth of Character."
Several of his books will be
on sale during this time at
the library. He will be glad to
autograph any copies.
The afternoon program will
include a book review given
by Mrs. Helen Hodges who is
known in several states for her
talent in presenting reviews.
She will review Stuart's newest
book "To Teach, To Love," the
author's story of his school-
teaching experiences.
Refreshments will be served
at the end of the program.
..'Everyone at welcome to
come meet Mr. Stuart and en-
joy Mrs Hodges' review," a
spokesman for the library said.
W. P. Roberson
Claimed By Death
W. P. Roberson of Murray
Route Four was claimed by death
this morning at 2:50 a.m. at ele
Murray-Calloway County HON*
tal. He was 89 years of age and
his death followed an extended
Illness.
The deCeaSed VMS born Octob-
sg 16134, in Craves County
ad his parents were tint Iste
John Roberson and Betty Mc-
Cuan Roberson. He was a mem-
ber of the Lynnville Church of
Christ.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Vertle (Ines) Taylor of
Murray Route Five and Mrs.
Seidon (Orene) Lamb of Mur-
ray Route Four; one son, Harley
Roberson of Murray Route Four;
two sisters, Mrs. Vernon Tibbs
of Tr -City and Mrs. Carrie Wil-
ford of Lone Oak; six grandchil-
dren; six great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max IL Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis officiating.
Burial will be in the Green
Plains Cemetery witb the arran-
gements by the Max H. Church-
ill Funeral Home where friends
may call.
Three Calloway Count:bane
were among students enrolled
In a three-week agricultural
workshop just concluded at
Murray State University.
They are: Kenneth B. Crom-
well, 1101 Olive St. a fuletime
graduate student; Eddie Chop-
man, Route 2, Murray, a barber
at the Chestnut Street Berber
Shop; and Larry D. Wisehare
Route 1, Alma, wino reins deed-
er Pigs _
Entitled Agricifture SOS, Aid-
mai Breeding, the lecture cour-
se dealt with the principles in-
volved in the choosing of ec-
onomic traits in farm animals.
It was taught by Dr. Charles
Chaney, en aasociete professor
of agriculture at Murray State.
EVANGELIST AT MIST
Rev. W. A. Smalling will be
the evangelist at the South
Pleasant Grove United Metho-
dist Church revival on Thurs-
day, July 9. There will be a
different evangelist each night.
Rev Smalling will preach on
"Freedom and the Redeemed"
He is presently serving as pas-
tor of South Fulton United Me
thodist Church in South Ful-
ton, Term. Services wW begin
each night at 7:45. The public
is cordially invited to come.
LOSES LICENSE
Dale Eugene Dunlap of Ha-
zel has lost his drivers 'license
according to the list released ,
by the Department of Public
Safety terSthe 'frank 'Sat*.
Coordinating Committee.
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Ten Years Ago Today
1.16DGKR A TIMES FILE
Mrs. Sadie Jones, age 82, died this morning at the Murray
Hospital. She is from Dexter.
The Murray High School Band has returned home after marching
in Re parade a/ the Lions International Convention in Chicago, III.
"Dr. Thomas Parker is now in Murray with the Butterworth
Clinic. He used to operate a Linotype machine here at the Ledger
• Times", from the column, "Seen L Heard Around Murray".
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp spent the weekend in Owensboro
visiting with Mrs. Gertie Bedwell.
20 Years Ago Today
1ED0,01 A TIMES FILE
Mrs . Edo Adams, head of the local draft board, said today
that no word had been received here on the setting up of an
additional draft board. This followed the order of President
Truman to build up military power for the Korean War.
"Jimies- P.1riMer viii cteadder &Maar servIceg at the tibitdi
Grove Church of Christ.
Glenn Hogancamp, graduate of Murray State College, has been
named superintendent of Ashley Consolidated School, Ashley,
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest is visiting her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
R. M. Mason.
Bible Thought for wroctoy
The glory is departed from Israel; for the ark ofGod is taken.
-1 Samuel 4:22.
No army likes to lose flags and banners, but armies are
defeated by captured flags, but through loss of faith and courage
MT.RAINIER WEDDING --Scott Rush and Carol Hiltner reach,
the top of 14,410-foot Mt. Rainier In Washington, where
they were married. There were 11 other persona—even the
bride's mother.- in the wedding party, which involved a 13-
hour climb for each
NEW YORK VISITORS Visiting New York City?"*Miss
NVorld" candidates pose for photogiapheis From left. are
Debbie Shelton, U.8.A . Jun Shimoda. Japan. Anna gam-
horn. Italy. and Norma Joy Hickey_ Canada. The cdntest
- - -Otitert.w04rirr• rr•wa",
City Ordnance
°spews= Num= ss.
sciNG AN ORDINANCE DE.
OLAMLNG THE N. NEM-
SITY, DEIRRAREIITY AND IN-
TENTION OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY, ILINTUCEY, TO AN-
NE" CERTAIN comnouous
IlltEntIEY TO THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
ACCURATELY MINING THE
BOUNDARIES OF ME TER-
arrckay wINCH CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PRO
POSIM TO ANNEK
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC
KY, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: That is le need
ful, peasantry and desirable
that the foilowing describe'
lends lying adYscent and coo
tiguous to the present bounder
limits at the City of .Murmy
Kentucky, bk annened to saic
City of Murrey, Kecardry , ant
became a part thereat, to-wit:
ARIA NO. 1
jimnordem at a point en the
southeast comer at ihe
isresetion of Kentucky High-
wig Number 94 and South
jab Street; thence math
gills South 18th Street to a
—Pint on Johnson Boulevard;
-*me am with Johnion
--Beieseard to point an the
alatint city *nits; the
•rmeelk with the present city
-111111s to a point on Locust
Das; thence west with the
present city lts to a point
on the southwest comer of
the present city limits; thee-
- •ce noeth with the present
city limits to a went on Ken-
tucky Highway Number IN;
thence weal with Kentucky
Highway Number 94 to the
Point of beginning.
ARIA NO. II
Beginning at a point on the
southwest corner of the in-
- .of. Eautuckj-Hich.: •
way Number 94 zind So. 18th
Street; thence west 200 feet
to point on the south right-
of-way of Kentucky Highway
Number 94; thence south
pars:Bel with South 18th
Street to a paint on the north
property line at Ostembor-
ough Est s tes Soh d an;
thence east to a point on
South 18th Street; thence
north with South 18th Street
to point of beginning.
SECTION That is the M.
bonbon of City of Murray, Ken-
tucky, to sone% to City of Mur
ray, KetattichY. 119 as to become
a pert thereof, the territory de-
scribed in SECPLON I hereof.
ADOPTED ON FIRST
[NO ON THE 11TH DAY OF
JUNE, 1970.
ADO'PTED ON S





By: Holmes Ellis, Mayor,
City of Murray, Kentucky
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus, Clert





Fed's "retreat on time
ceilings" was "a defensi
measure rather than a corr
Live one," according to tit
Janeway Service. The analYSt
warns it would be "costly" to
expect the Fed's rescue open
Lion to make money easy
- Or the stock market strong
again." It says an investor would
be rushing "into a new bear
trap" U he bought stocks "on
the news of the Fed's bank-
nittlerwr iting operation."
TPO Incorporated sees
decline as a "probability
over the near term." The
company says the transporta-
tion and utility averages and "a
host of secondaries have
already gone wader the May
lows. while a growing nuns-
ben of equities have broken
their lines of support and are
vulnerable." It advises traders
In "utilise any minor rally for
ightening their positions."
"The most troublesome aspe
ct of the investment scene is
the vide gap between the bond
and stock yields at a time when
earnings are doubtful," Moo-
dy's investors Service,
says. The company notes that
sine 1967 the return on good
quality bonds "has exceeded
the long-term over-all return on
common stocks." It feeLs this
disparity must be "corrected
before the stock market can
lot* more confidently to the
OLD THINGS BEST
GRIMSBY, England (UPI).-
Workmen razing a house
Sunday found a packs( of





The affluent society may be-
come the corpulent society soon
-if it doesn't watch out.
During the past 20 years, mid-
dle-income families have gotten
steadily more obese, according
to the Health Insurance Insti-
tute
In January, the U.S. Public
Health Service estimated that
10 to 12 per cent of middle-in-
come families-those with an-
nual incomes of $12,000 or more
-are overweight to a point that
jeopardizes their health
tuims_ jrAglbar.
estimates say thirin idditionel
20 per cent of families, in this
group are heading toward over-
weightsThe -called convenience foods
-quick TV tray, dinners and
pizza snacks, hot' dogs, French
fries, and the like-can take the
bows for prodircing a generation
of heavy, listless persons who
have the means to plan more
balanced diets.
Members of the White House
Conference on Food. Nutrition
and Health recently charged that
despite the amount of money
spent on food in our country,
fa/nilies are still eating too many
wrong things.- • • •
A published report said that
37 per cent di middle-income
families are poorly nourished
despite spending upwards of
$2,5C0 or more each -year on
edibles.
problem could be the
choice of food.
Another could be how tie food
is prepared.
Take an expensive cut of meat
-perhaps a prime-quality steak,
properly laced with fat. Alhough
ads show meals built around
just such a selection,- a :lady
diet of this type of meat would
be too rich in calories fir the
average person.
There also can be a problem
in the cooking of food. Many
vegetables are so overcooked
that the original vitamins are
lost. Some high-protein items,
such as calves' liver, when sim-
mered in butter or bacon fat
and served with fried onions.
become so loaded with calories
and cholesterol that it is a less
health), food item than It should
be.
Since middle-income Ameri-
cans have more-Tneans to eat
out in restaurants they again
face the problem of richly cooked
foods Restaur; menus usually
contain some 1 calorie dishes,
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, July 8
the 189th day of  1970 with 176
allow
The moon is between its n
phase and first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn
The evening stars are Mercu
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter
On this date in history
In 1853 the Liberty Bell in
Philadelphia cracked while
be/ng rung during the funeral of
Chief Justice John Marshall gf
the Supreme Court
In 1950 Gen Douglas Mac-
Arthur was appointed United
Nations commander in Korea.
In 1951 rahs celebrated lb
2,000th anniversary.
In 1969 withdrawal of U.S
troops from Vietnam began at
800 infantrymen arrived at
McChord Air Force Base ir
Washington state....
A thought , for the day:
American naturalist John Bur.
roughs said, "Life IA a struggle,
but not a warfare."
if the diner has the discipline to
choose them.
A survey of nutrition experts
has produced a six-rule program
to end the middle-income obe-
sity problem. Simplified, the
rules are:
1. Drink more milk and cut
dowp on fat somewhere else.
2 Eat bread that is enriched
with riboflavin and wheat germ.
3. At least twice each month
eat liver that is broiled.
4 Avoid fried meats. Broil,
boil or roast all meat, fowl and
fish.
. Eat more raw fruits and
Ilteed-nrer.yeliow -vettetables -but
steam-cook the vegetables.
6. Abandon freak diets and




(UPI)- A Nottingham Universi-
ty spokesman has announced
university stedents will pay the
262 pounds ($6211.80) for extra
security stall needed to keep
-control,--
WITH HELEN STACY
Hello Dolly! Hello Colonel!
By Helen Price Stacy
Prestonsburg, Ky.-Something
tare has been added to Dolly.
She's now a Kentucky Colonel.
At last Thursday night's open-
ing of "Hello Dolly!" at the
Jenny Wiley Summer Music The-
atre at Jenny Wiley State Re-
sort Park near Prestonsburg,
Parks Commissioner W. James
Host returning to his native Eas-
tern Kentucky, saw a superb
performance then presented Ma-
rgaret Silbar of Lexington, star
of Dolly, a Kentucky Colonel's
cOmmission from Governor Lou-
ie B. Nunn.
Commissioner Host also pre-
sented a colonelcy to actor-man-
ager director C. Mitchell Douglas
of Chapel Hill, N.C., who is in
his third season with theater at
Jenny Wiley.
Opening night was a sparkler
In many ways. Stars shone over
the amphitheater in the hemot-
ful cove hollow surrounded by
green hills. The cast and crew
came through with an enthus-
iastic, entertaining performan-
ce.
Adding luster to the produc-
tion was film and TV star Tho.
mas Kirk, a native of Louisvi-
lle, but who seems more like an
Eastern Kentuckian because of
his father Louis Kirk of Paints-
Wile, and employe of the Floyd
County park, and his mother Lucy
Day Kirk who was born in Elliott
County and gew up in Morehead.
The musical,---,--111-41--sense,
belongs to Dolly, but in addi-
tion to Miss Silbar and Messrs.
Douglas and Kirk, beauty and
talent were added by Connie
O'Connell of Tennessee as Mrs.
Malloy and even by the single
appearance of Carolyn Kohli as
Mrs. Rose. Two of the cast who
had little to say came across
through their acting-Chris New-
land with Ermengarde's well-
timed wails and Ron Paoli&
(Bar DabYl. with scene-stealing tal-
ent. -
One thing that makes each 01
the summer's productions out-
standing is use of talented per-
formers in a variety of roles,
A Wag performer in Dolly
in play a bit part and play
It well in another of the season's
sour musicals. He might also
serve as a member of the pro-
duction crew.
When Host complimented the
group for its enthusiasm and
wholesome entertainment, he
correctly surmised that the ver-
y! Jenny Wiley per/Or-
mars might be their Eastern
Kestecity Marne 4e Broadway.
Cordial welcomes were eaten..
led to opening fighters by Thee.
ter Thrsident- Hubbard Francis
Jr. and Prestonsburg Mayor Dr.
George Archer who praised the
troop and also °Mails at Fratik-
tort "who have been Most coop-
This column of questions and =livers on Tederal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public'
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) I just got my refund.
Does that mean my return was
OK?
A) The fact that you have
your refund means your re-
turn contained all the infor-
mation required to process it.
Later, you may be asked to
verify the accuracy of an item
on your return, but it is not
IRS policy to hold up refunds
until a decision on whether to
examine a return is made.
As a rule, tax may be as-
sessed anytime Nvithin three.
years from the date the return
was due to be filed. For this
reason, keep your records on
your 1969 tax return for at
least three years. Records on
stock purchases, property se:
quisitions and the like should
be kept longer.
Q) Shouldn't ---mr employer
reduce my withholding now
that I've had my 66th birth-
day?
A) You are entitled to an
extra exemption for age which
will reduce your tax withhold-
ing. To make this change, fill
out a new withholding certifi-
cate, Form W-4, and give it to
your employer.
Even though you became 65
after the start of the tax year,
you are entitled to the entire
arneuat of the etiemption at-
lowed for age on your next
tax return. Exemptions are
not pro-rated.
Q) Will profits from a sale
of stock be taxed higher this
year under the new law?
A) The alternative capitals---.
gains tax has been increased.
-,--However, up to $50,000, 1$25,-
000 for a married person filing
a sepai•ate return), capital
gains will be titied at the
same 25 percent: alternative
rate as they have in the past.
Gains over $50,000 will be
taxed at a 29% percent rate
for 1970. In 1971, the alterna-
tive capital gains tax rate will
go lip to 32% percent. Capital
gains will be taxed at an effec-
tive maximum rate of 35 per-
cent in 1972,
so that I can adjust my pay-
roll?
A) The new withholding
rates are in Circular E (Rev.
June 1970) which is being
mailed to employers through-
out the country. Extra copies
may be obtained at your IRS
district office.
Q) What do you have to
prove to deduct moving ex-
penses?
A) Two basic conditions
must be met to qualify for-
moving expense deductions..
First, your new place of em-
ployment must be 50 miles
farther from your old home
than your previous place of
employment. To state this an-
-other way, you would meet
this requirement if it would
be 50 miles farther to go
from your old home to your
new job than it was before
you changed jobs.
The other requirement is
that you he a full-time em-
ployee at your new job for at
least 39 weeks of the 12
months following your move.
To meet these requirements
it is not necessary to have
your job before you move.
They can be met by persons
moving to look for work as
well as those who are either
transferred to a new location
or accept a new job that 2e-
- quires them to move.
Q) I greatly increased the
value of my property this
Q) Where can I get a copy
of the new withholding rates
that are effective July 1. 1970
erative to see that ow summer
music theater is a success." Pa-
rk Manager R. S. Copeland was
recognized, an orchestra from
Morehead State University pro-
vided musical accompaniment
and everyone enjoyed a delight-
ful opening night.
But none more than the 36
senior citizens who travelled from
Hamilton, Ohio, by charter bus to
Grandview State Park, Beckley,
W. Va., to take in "Hattields
& McCoys," then to Jenny Wiley
State Resort Park for "Hello
Dolly!" and on to Harrodsburg
for "Legend of Daniel Boone."
Group guide was Fern Frost
of Hamilton, a kinsman of the
Poet Robert Frost. Also among
first nighters were Sister Kath-
rine Segnitz, daughter of Dr.
Richard H. Segnitz, Lexington,
and four other Sisters
' 
all nur-
ses at Our Lady of The Way
Hospital, Martin, Ky., Lena Ri-
vers McClure of Miami and West
Liberty who Is a former presi-
dent of the Florida State Speech
Association; Mr. and Mrs. Riche
ard Waters, LouLsxille teachers,
and Mrs. Frankie Janow and grew'
addaughter Tammie of Phoenix.
Of course, to theater-goers
the play's the thing...but what a
splendid time to look around,
enjoy Kentucky's resort park;
shrines, old homes, historical
spots, food, and vast recreatioo-
al facilities. One family from
Cincinnati was not sure which
was the bigger attraction: the
theater or the food at May Lod-
ge.
There are many historical pla-
ces in and around Prestonsburg
that could be included on a theat-
er itinerary. Garfield House and
May House could add to a child's
knowledge of regional history.
The trail taken by Jenny Wiley
in her capture and subsequent
escape from Indians could be ex-
plored, as well as the Wiley
burial ground. Not far from the
park is the famous Ivy Mountain
battleground...there is the Big
Sandy River with its boating his-
tory and legend-a waterway tra-
veled by Daniel Boone kid his
family, •
Should more of the Boone story
be desired, a vacationing family
could travel the Mountain Park-
way to the Bluegrass and south
on U. S. 127 to Harrodsburg
where "Legend of Daniel Boone"
plays sightly EenteeptliondaysY
WEDNESDAY - JULY 8, 1970
spring by putting in a numbe
of ornamental, shade and fruit
trees. Can I get tax credit for
what I spent?
A) Although these expenses
cannot be deducted they can
be capitalized and added to
the cost basis of your prop-
erty. Only those costa which
increased the value of the
property can be added, how.
ever. The expense of maintain-
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NEW DICTATOR- -Ecuadorian
President Jose M. Velasco
Ibarra announces he is as-
uming dictatorial powers
"to regulate the life of the
state on a basis of social
justice and national vigor."
Velasco, 77, called on citi-
zens to support him, stating,
"I will not deceive you."
LOSES TWO TEETH
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, Ea-
gland (UPI)- Dickle Moore, 8,
went sleep-walking recently and
fell 30 feet from his second-
story bedroom onto a concrete
patio. His only injury was two
missing teeth.
"Doctors said pickle was
saved from serious injury
because he was asleep and
relaxed when he fell." Robert
Moore, his father, said.
FIND. TEE ANSIVER
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)-
Pierre, a.. cnyear-old chimp and
Aar of the St. Louis Zoo's
monkey shows, made his
conducting debut here Saturday
in a special concert- at the zoo,
The chimp, who smiled
constantly, led two selections,
including a run-through of
"Happy Birthday to You."
Assistant Conductor Leonard
Salatkin said, "The question
nowadays seems to be 'Where
are the new conductors coming
from?' I guess this may be
the answer."
through Sept. 7.
It would be difficult to find
a more entertaining musical than
Dolly which will continue at the
Jenny Wiley amphitheatre Thurs-
days, Fridays and Saturdays th-
rough July 11.
At atout lamp lighting time
each theater night when the stin
has slipped behind a green hill,
stage lights go up, the band
begins and another performance
of Hello Dolly gets under way.
Even Carol, Pearl and Ethel
would be proud of the v(ay it's
done In the Kentucky hills,
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(UPI)—A new slim-line Jack
Nicklaus, 20 pounds lighter and
hungry for another major title,
carries the favorite's tag into
today's first round of the
British Open golf championship.
Nicklaus, who hasn't won nen 
of the "big ones" since the 1967
• U.S. Open, is 7-1 front runner in
a strong international field
--Which has amassed a glittering
array of the world's major
titles.
-Twenty-two British, eight U.S
Opens, five PGA and 10
Masters titles have fallen to
members of the 134-strong field
for the 99th renewal of the
tournament.
Fifteen of those titles were
shared by golf's so-called "big
three" of Nicklaus, Arnold
Palmer and Gary Player.
Nicklaus now attempts to be
the first of the somewhat
fading trio to win here at St.
Andrews. the home of golf.
Both he and Palmer have
come desperately close. Nick-
laus, the 1966 winner at
Muirfield, was second behind
the late Tony Lema in 1964 and
Palmer filled the runnerup rote
when Australian Kel Nagle took
the title in the 1960 centenary
year.
Nicklaus is tippecnby many of
his rivals to pull it off and his
preparation could hardly have
been more thorough. He spent
five days prier to to&y's
opening round touring the
course and added to his past
experience of its terrors, it can
hold few mysteries now.
Many of his rivals were
praying for the infamous St.
Andrews winds to strengthen.
Lee Trevino, the 1968 U.S.
Open winner and the choice of
many, said "the more wind the
better. Otherwise big-hitters
like Nicklaus will belt the hell
out of little guys like me."
Gay Brewer, 1967 Masters
champion, is the first of the
leading contenders to tee off.
Nicklaus goes in the morning
round too. Defending champion
Tony Jacklin of Britain, who
won the U.S. Open last month,







Woodward. the Cincinnati short-
stop, loves his wife but that's
not the only reason he's going
to hate to leave town.
He's also in love with the
Reds' new "carpet," the first of
its kind anywhere, and he has
plenty of competition there
because all of Cincy's other
infielders, Tony Perez, Tommy
Helms and Lee May, are crazy
about the rug also.
"Frankly, I was a little
worried about it at first, I was
skeptical," says Woodward
about the astro/urf artificial
grass infield inatalled in Cincin-
nati's new Riverfront Stadium.
"I mean, who ever heard of
playing on an artificial all-grass
infield before? But it turns out
to be great. We've played eight
games on it already and
frankly I'm going to hate to go
out of town when this home
stand is over and play on a dirt
•
infield again.
"I think the players coming
here to Cincinnati next week
for the All-Star game have a
treat in store for them when
they get to play on this field for
the first time. The fans are
going to like it, too. They'll be
able to follow the ball much
better.
Woody Woodward sounds like
he's getting paid by the
astroturf people to say all these
nice things about their product,
but he's not.
The Houston Astros were the
ftrst major league club to try
astroturf, which actually is
artificial turf, but they still
retained Use traditional dirt
infield. —
The Reds went all the way
when they opened their new
stadium only a week ago.
Practically all the way, any-
way. The baselines are all
grass except for small dirt
areas for sliding at first base,
second and third. There also
are dirt circles around home
plate and the pitching rubber.
People in the stands can see
i-the outline if. the infield formed
Nicklaus Is four inches wide. The foul linesby a pair of white lines, each
are the same width.
ae'l Bob Howsam, the Reds'
executive vice president and
general manager, had the idea
of first putting in an all-grass
infield and it is his baby. To
implement The 4e kia0
win over a lot of critics who
said among many other things,
that the Reds were making "a
farce of the game," particular-
ly by pulling such a stunt in the
middle of the season. Besides,
the players were sure to come
up with "rug burns" from
sliding on the artificial grass.
BRILES RESTORED
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—Nelson
Briles, on the disabled list since
June 17 has been restored to the
Cardinal roster. Ftighthander
Churck Hartenstein was given
his unconditional release. Har-
tenstein, 28, had been acquired
from the Pittsburgh Pirates
June 22 in a cash deal
JERSEY RETIRED
CINCINNATI (UPI)--Jersey
No. 14, worn for ten seasons by
Oscar Robertson, will be
retired, the Cincinnati _Royals





Trevino led the Professional
Golfers Association money-
winning standings for the 156
consecutive week today with
total earnings of $118,7115.
Trevino, winner in two of 31
tourneys he entered this yeag,
also heads the PGA point
standings with 1,115.6 Dick Lotz
is second in earnings at
$107,662.
South African Gary Playera
with only 12 tournament
appearances in 1970, pocketed
$89,053 through last Sunday's
Canadian Open for third place.
Dave Hill is fourth with
earnings of $88,031 and Bruce
Devlin of Australia holds fifth
position with $87,499.
Rounding out the top 10 are
Britain's Tony Jacklin, the US.
Open winner, with $86,764; Bob
Lunn, $82,492; Miller Barber,
$79,909; Frank Beard, $74,519;
Jack Nicklaus, $73,135.
Annual Volunteer 500 Set
For July. 19 At Brideljenn.
BRISTOL, Tenn. — There's
going to be "A Whole Lot of Sha-
kin' Going On" at Bristol Interna-
tional Speedway on the weekend
of July 19 and it may be a long
time before "Thunder Valley"
recovers.
Not only will the finest NASC AR
drivers in the world make the sce-
ne for the annual Volunteer 500
stock car race, but rock and roll
singer Jerry Lee Lewis, who
made the song "A Whole Lot of
Shaidn' Going On" famous, also
will visit the famous valley.
• "We haat piaanedapiite a week--
'end," says BIS ehlefLarry Carr-
ier. "We will have practice and
time trials Friday and Saturday,
a show by Jerry Lee Lewis on
the speedway grounds Saturday
night at 8:30 and the race
Sunday."
Co-partners Larry Car rier and





Stripe has..s are going wild
at the Eggners Ferry Bridge
these last couple of weeks. The
fishermen are not just catching
stringer fulls, but rather by the
bushels, according to Charles
Finney from Murray who has
his share.
I did not get to talk to Charles
myself but one of the fellows
out at the store I work for did
Tuesday morning and said that
Mr. Finney- had a bushel basket
full.
As told to me the fish ranged
from one pound to two pounds
and all were caught on willow
flies, fishing on bottom at the
bridge.
Charles Story of Storey's Food
Giant, went last Sunday night
and took a friend of his and
caught sixty stripes on Flu flies
fishing on bottom. His fish weigh-
ed in at one pound to lla pounds,
Last Sunday some friends of
mine and my family went down to
the lake for some swimming and
to have fun. While down there, one
of my friends and I got out my
fly rod and decided to catch some
fish to take home with us. We
waded down the lake a good
quarter mile and as luck would
have it I caught seven fish and
only two of them were keepers
and they were Blue Gill. Well
when we arrived back to the
spot Mwe we started from I
noticed tato girls standing on a
small private dock fishing. SO
out of curiosity I walked over to
dog.
sad!' II/17,
talk to these two very pretty
girls to see if they were having
any luck. These two girls were
Connie Price from Dallas, Texas
and Karen Dackins from Sykes.
too, Mo. and were they having
the luck. Fishing at a depth of
11/2 feet in the same spot all of the
time I watched them pull out ten
nice Blue Gill and they had ten
already in their bucket. For bait
these two fLsherladies were using
Catafa worms and raw bacon.
I have to say in all honesty that
I enjoyed watching them make
their catch as much as I have
anyone, for they were true spor-
tsmen.
I also had the opportunity to.
talk to Linda England from Mur-
ray who caught a 61.4 poundlarge-
mouth bans Wednesday afternoon
on a white bomber fishing off of
Rocky Points at Cypress Springs
Resort at a depth of 15 feet.
Cypress Spring Resort and
Boat Dock reports that bass are
tatting good. Herbert Barrow cau-
ght eight Thursday afternoon
ranging in weight of 2 pounds,.
to 41/2 pounds. He was using
plastic worm fishing stumps.
Crappie are slow but still
biting in 15 feet of water on
shiners.
Catfish are fair on bottetn
on night crawlers.
Blue Gill are doing great on
worms at any depth.
Ken Lake Boat Dock says for
all you people to come and catch
some hags. Largemouth bass are
 hitting by trolling with spoon
Iplugs and bombers.Stripes are good under bridgeon flu flies and minnows.
Catfish are fair on bottom
on night crawlers.
Blue Gill are great on willow
flies.
- Oti Blood River around drop
offs crappie are hitting on shin-
In about 15 feet of water.
Bass are biting early morning
and late in the afternoon on sur-
face lures and medium runners,
Catfish axe slow but still catch-
ing a few.
No stripes have been reported
as yet.
That's it for this week, so have
a wonderful weekend, be safe on
the•highways and be safe in your
Boating and I'll see you all next
•.. — ,week. I
RACE DRIVIR KILLED JitI Hess. 38. Cincinnati, Ohio, race
driver, is killed as his sprinj, car ciashes at 100 miles per
hour into a guard rail duting a preliminary heat at Salem.
Ind.. following a collision N% 1 t h another car The car's roll--.-------TraFttortrtramprrarrfrororrweip 3 fn Tre44.
• - •
- -
fast, hall-mile oval may be the
finest in the country and is de-
finitely the wildest and most com-
petitive, is giving time trial tick-
ets free to those who purchase
advance tickets to the Volunteer
500. Tickets for the swinging
affair featuring Lewis and anoth-
er big band are also higher at
the gate.
"Tickets for the Saturday night
show and Sunday's race are che-
aper in advance and fans have a
better chance of getting better
seats if they buy in advance,
Caralaz laaiats cut. Large azatent
are expected to jam the valley for
the race and Lewis, whose wild
antics on the piano, is expected
to draw a huge throng.
"Race fans are reminded that
we had a sellout for the last
race," says Carrier "and with
the added excitement of Lewis
being in town, it could be an even
larger one for the Volunteer
500," notes Carrier.
Four-time BIS champion David
Pearson, winner of the last twO
Volunteer 500 races, 1967 wino-
er Richard Petty, Southeastern
500 winners Bobby and Doenie
Allison, lap record holders Cale
Yarborough, Lee Roy Yarbrougt
and Bobby Isaaa are among tia
many top names set for the Sun.
day grind.
Pearson qualified his 1969
Ford at a speed of 107.079 mph
prior to the SE 500 after Cale
had recorded a 103,432 clip in a
1969 Mercury prior to the Volun-
teer 500 of 1969. Ten drivers have
now run better than 100 miles per
hour around the high-baiaked oval,
considered one of the most color-
ful and demanding in the country.
"We started this racing season
with a fine race (the SE 500)
and we bad another great event
(the Springnationals) for the seco-
nd one," said Carrier, "and the




Stegent, the Texas A&M
running back who as the top
draft choice of the St Louis
Cardinals, has signed his
contract with the club. Basic
agreement had been reached
last week, but the exact
wording of thc contract had to
be worked out
Major League Staisitlisgs
By United Press latensadanal
National League
East
W. L. Pet. GB
New York 45 36 .566
Pittsburgh 46 38 .54* als
Chicago 40 40 .3101;
St Louis 39 42 .481 6
Philadelphia 34 47 .430 11
Montreal 39 49 .402 121/
West
W. L. Pet. GB
Cincinnati 59 23 .720
Los Angeles 49 32 .606 91/2
Atlanta 41 39 .513 17
San Francisco 38 42 .475 20
Houston 34 49 .410 231/2
San Diego 32 53 37628½. 
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 10 Montreal 7
New York 4 St. Louis 3
Pittsburgh 4 Phila 2
San Fran 8 Atlanta 5
Cinci 3 San Diego 0
Los Angeles 7 Houston 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
(AO Times EDT)
St. Louis (Belles 1-1) at New
York (Sailecki 6-2), 2 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Blasi --44)- at
Philadelphia (Wise 3-7), 7:30
p.m.
Montreal (Stoneman 4-11Y and
Renko 5-4) at Chicago (Holtz-
man 8-6 and Pappas 3-3), 2,
1.30 p.m.
San Francisco (Perry 12-8) at
Atlanta (Niekro 7-10), 8 p.m.
aan Diego (Kirby 3-10) at
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 11-4), 8
p.m.
Los Angeles (Sutton 10-5) at
Houston (Billingham (6-2), 8:30
p.m.
Thursday's Games
Montreal at New York, night
Pitts at St. Louis, night
San Fran at Atlanta, night
San Diego at Cinci, night
(Only games scheduled)
tandin s rooks Robinson Gets Fourth Major League
rand Slam In Tenth Inning Off McDaniel
-itmeriein League
East
W. L. Pet. GB
'Baltimore 51 30 .630
New York 44 36 .550 61/2
Detroit 43 46 .544 7
Boston 41 38 .519 9
Cleveland 36 44 450 141/2
Washington 37 47 446_151/2
West
W. L. Pet GB
Minnesota 51 26 .662
California 48 33 .593 5
Oakland 45 n .549 81/2
Kansas City 30 50 .375 221/
Milwaukee 30 53 .361 24
Chicago 28 55 337 26
Tuesday's Results
Itlw 4 Chicago 3, bit
Milw 1 Chicago 0, and
&ETON — Detroit 4. 1st.
Det 4 Boa 3, and, 10 inns
Cleve 7 Wash 3, 1st
Cleve 7 Wash 5, and '4
Balt°'6 N.Y. 2, 10 inns
Minn 4 Oakland 2
Kan City 4 California 3
Today's Probable Pitchers
(Ali Thnes EDT)
Minnesota (Perry 12-61 at
Oakland (hunter 13-5), 10:30
p.m
Kansas City (Drago 8-5) at
California (Bradley 0-0), 11
p.m.
Chicago (John 5-12> at
Milwaukee (Bolin 1-6), 9 p.m.
Boston (Siebert 7-5) at
Detroit (Lolich 6-10), 9 p.m.
Washington (Brunet 8-5) at
Cleveland (Dunning 1-31, 745
p.m.
New York (Bahnsen 6-6) at
Baltimore (McNally 12-5), 8
p.m.
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Milw, night
Minn at Calif, night
Boston at 'Detroit, night
Wash at Cleve, night
New York at Bait, night
(Only games scheduled)
Major League Leaders
01% zzwydlyd leaders C 7-8
Major League Leaders
By United Press International
National League
G. AB R. H Pct.
Carty, Atl 80 288 64 108 375
Perez, Cin 82 309 62 111 350
Clmnte, Pit 67 259 37 92 355
Grbkwtz, LA 78 259 50 R8 340
Hickmn, Chi 75 255 54 86 337
Gaston, SD 79 315 46 iO4 330
Tolan, Cin 75 278 60 91 327
Wiling, Chi 8073 3257.41 7424 10852 3274
Dietz, SF
Crd@, St.L 72 291 47 91 320
American League
White, NY 806 .31A113 61.11012 P3281
F.Rbrisn, Bel 69 260 q52 8.5 327
Johnsn, Cal 81 322 44 194 323
Oliva, Min 74 307 54 99 372
Fosse, Cle - 72 271 40 87 321
Powell, Bal 81 281 47 89 317
KIllarw, Min 7'7 262 53 83 317
T4s, KVlir, CMin 77 314 71 99 315
79 318 52 99 311
Horton, Det 79 304 43 93 306
Home Rum •
N a tionan League: Perez, On
28. Bench, Cin 26; Williams, CI
25. 11 Aaron, Atl 24, Carty. AU
and Allen, St.L 23.
American League: Killebrew,
Minn 24; Howard, Wash 23;
Powell, Balt 21, Yastrzemski,
Boo 20; Northrup, Del and
Band°. Oak 17.
Runs Ratted In
National League: Perez (In
weeks and that ne will be lea y .464, BehWillaiam:tivIrdietzs, Chi 78- Cr,rt4., At!
13W REMOVE))
DENVER (UPI18--Sieve Ten-
si, Denver Bronco quarterback,
had a herniated disc removed
from his back Monday Doctors
said his recovery from surgery
should vain from six to eight
far ffir allEson
American League: Killebrew,
Minn 67. Powell, Balt 65;
Horton, Det 62; Howard, Wash
60, Oliva, Minn 59
Pitching
National League: Merritt, Cin
14-8; Simpson, Cin 13-1; Seaver,
NY 13-5; Gibson, St. L 12-3;
Perry, SF 12-8.
American League: Hunter,
Oak 13-5; McDowell, Oev 12-4;
McNally and Palmer, Bait and




an forward Warren Davis has
been traded by the Pittsburgh
Pioneers of the American
Basketbadl Association to the-
Miami Floridians for Simmie
Hill. Hill averaged 13.7 points a
e in 1969-70 as a rookie.
WINS 100
CLEVELAND (UPI).— Mary
Bacon became the first Jockette
to win 100 races Tuesday when
she piloted California Lassie to










Brooks Robinson, the fancy-
fielding third baseman for the
Baltimore Orioles, faced New
York Yankee reliever Lindy
McDaniel with the bases
loaded, nobody out and the
score tied 2-2 in the 10th inning.
Robinson worked the count to
3-2 and then ripped a McDaniel
fastball into the left field seats
for his fourth major league
grand slam. The homer gave
Baltimore a 6-2 victory and
increased the Orioles' lead to
61/2 games over the second-
place Yanks in the American
Leagues East Division
-McDaniel had paralyzed me
with his 3-1 pitch, so I was
looking for anything but a fait
ball the next time." said
mon "To my surprise, it:
was a fast ball and I went right
after it. It couldn't have been a
more perfect pitch—right down
the middle, belt high." -----
Mike Cuellar went the
distance for the Orioles, allow-
the Yanks seven hits while
striking out six and walking
only one batter to gain his 10th
win against five losses. The
Yankees had tied the game in
the ninth on singles by Roy
White, Thurman Munson and
Ellis.
Remainder Of Games
In other American League
action, Cleveland swept a
doubleheader from Washington,
1-3 and 7-5, Boston and Detroit
split with the Red Sox winning
the opener, 8-4, and the Tigers
taking the nightcap, 4-3, in 10
Innings, Milwaukee beat Chica-
go twice, 4-1, in 12 innings and
&wave, :raialaiel;
, and Kansas City nipped
California, 4-1.
In the National League, New
York edged St. Louis, 4-3,
Chicago topped Montreal, 10-7,
Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia, 4-
2, Cincinnati blanked San
Diego, 3-0, San Francisco
topped Atlanta, 8-5, and Los
Angeles tripped Houston, 7-2.
Ray Fosse, Eddie Leon and
Graig Nettles combined to
knock in a total of 11 runs tg
pace Cleveland in its sweep of
Washington. Fosse had five hi
I •
Lasher, picked up the win in
the opener and Phil Hennigan
got credit for the victory in the
nightcap as the two triumphs
moved the Indians past the
Senators and into fifth place in
the East
Detroit And Boston Split
Rookie Elliot Maddox homer
off Cal Koonce in the 10th
helped Detroit beat Boston in
the second game after Reggie
Smith paced the victorpaus Red
Sox in the opener with a homer
and a single. The split left the
third place Tigers two games in
front of Boston in the East.
Milwaukee climbed out of the
West Division cellar by virtue
of its two victories over
Chicago. Ted Savage drilled a
pinch-hit homer in the 12th to
ive the Brewers their first
game -triumph and I,ew
Krausse hurled Milwaukee's
first shutout of the season in
the nightcap.
Harmon Killebrew took over
the league lead in RBIs with 67
as he knocked in three runs a
with a bases loaded double to
pace Minnesota past Oakland
The Twins' victory combined
with California's loss to Kansas
City, upped Minnesota's lead in
the West to five games. Stan
Williams turned in five innings
of shutout relief to pick up his
sixth win without a loss for the
Twins.
Pinch-hitter Billy Sorrell sin-
gled home Paul Schaal with the
winning run in the eighth in the
Royals' victory over California
Veteran reliever Ted Aber-
nathy, acquired by Kansas City
last week, posted his third win,






Willie Davis, the fleet center-
fielder of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, is so taken by the new
astroturf that he would proba-
bly accept the idea of carpeting
his living room with it.
"I love it. Playing on
astroturf boosts my con-
fidence," said Davis Tuesday
night after collecting four hits
at the Astrodome and leading
the Dodgers. to .4 .772 vicizory.
over Houston. "Ball go through
fliatavisa(ldril ordinarily get by.
I'm a line drive hitter and I hit
a lot of balls on the ground."
Davis' four hits Tuesday
night drove in four runs and
helped the Dodgers to their
sixth victory in a row. His big
hit was a bases-loaded triple
with two out in the eighth
which highlighted a four-run
inning. Davis; hitting .306 for
the season, is hitting just .255
on plain old grass.
In other Ni.ection, Cincinnati
blanked San Diego, 3-0; San
and four RBIs in the twd Francisco defeated Atlanta, 8-5;
games and is now the fifth New York edged St. Louis, 4-3;
leading hitter in the AL with a Pittsburgh trimmed Philadel-
.321 batting average. phia, 4-2 and Chicago whipped
bick Ellsworth, with lour Montreal, 10-7.
innings of relief from Fred Cleveland Takes Doubleheader
In the American League,
Cleveland swept a doubleheader
from Washington, 7-3 and 7-5;
Milwaukee defeated Chicago
twice, 4-3, in 12 innings and 1-0:
Baltimore downed New York, 6-
2, in 10 innings; Boston beat




Minnesota beat Oakland, 4-2;
and Kansas City edged Califor-
nia, 4-3.
Despite the Dodgers' victory,
they failed to gain any ground
on Cincinnati in the West
Division as the• Reds blanked
the Padres behind the seven-hit
pitching of Gary Nolan and
Clay Carroll.
Bobby Tolan provided most of
the Reds' attack with a double
and a triple. Tolan also scored
andatirove in a run.-
Ron &Rebate worked relieve
Sal Campisi for a walk with the
bases loaded and two out in the
ninth inning to provide the
Mets' their winning run. The
Cards had tied the game in the
ninth on a run-scoring single by
Jose Cardenal.
Status Remains Quo
The Mets, who lead the East
Division by a half game, failed
to gain any ground on the,.
Pirates. however. Roberto Cle- •
mente saw to that with a home'
run in' the eighth inning which
broke a 2-2 tie.
The homer was the fifth this
week for Clemente, and it
proVided Bob Veale with his
sixth victory in 16 decisions
Dick Dietz drove in five rum
with his 18th homer and a
double to pace the Giants'
victory. Willie McCovey and
starting pitcher Rich Robertson
also homered for the Giants
while Rico Carty hit his 2&•d
homer for the Braves.
4
FRANKFORT, Ky, (UPI) —
Bad wind storms in some sec-
tions of the state and heavy •
boating traffic generally have
curtailed fishing, reports the De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources in its 'early week fish-
ing report.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Dale Hollow — Bluegill fair
to good along deep banks; white
bass fair in jumps and by troll-
ing.
Kentucky Lake Bluegill excel-
lent in Blood River section; black
bass fair to good by casting early
and late; below dam — white bass
fair on do-jigs.
Barkley —Black hses fair to
good by casting and gaging ar-
tificial nightcraiviers; bluegill
fair to good on worms in inlet
and bays; below dam, bluegill
excellent on crickets,
Barren — Bluegill fair on wor-
ms and crickets; clear and stable
at 80.
Nolln — Bluegill good on worms
in upper section; black bass fair
by casting artificial worms.
Rough River — BluegUI good
In all sections; black bass spot-
ty by casting surface lures early
morning and late evening.
Green River — Croppie fair
in upper sections on minnows;
black bass spotty by casting sur-
face lures and stillfishieg mbin-
ows.
Herrington — Black bass spotty
by still fishing soft crawfish
and bluegill fair along deep walls
on worms and crickets.
Grayson — Bass fair by cast-
ing surface lures and artificial
worms early morning and late
afternoon; bluegill fair on crick-
ets on deep Naas.
Cumberland — Crappie fair to
good on minnows early morning,
late evening and night; blueg_W
fair in inlets and bays on worms;
below darn — Trout fair to good
on cheese and whole kernel cord.
Fishtrap — Black bass spotty
by -casting surface lures and
still fishing minnows.
Dewey — Bluegill good on wori.
ms and crickets;'croppie fair on
minnows in inlets and bays.
Bockhorn — Croppie good on
Inbascrwb -2t Writ binetd11 fair-
on worms along deep banks.
Can you find the Volkswagen
hidden in this picture?
If you can, you >1 make us 'very sad.
Because- we've troubled ourselves no
end to hide it from you.. .
Our quest for the invisible Volkswagen
took its aft-the,way,to Tutiv, Italy.
Where we asked the famous Ghia Stu-
dios to design us a sporty Italian body.
•'They did.
Then we secrettyprowled about Europe.
for the best coach builder vie could find.
Success. To the Kormann Coachwork'. -
of Osnabruck we' handed over Ghie's
sketches with the injunction:
"Make it beautiful." fat else)
They did.
They elded.- And burnilfied. And sculp-
ted. Anctsiiinded. And painted.
Until they hod shaped in steel what r
Ghia had shaped in pencil.
Smug in the knowledge that nobody
could ever MisteCe thi.s beau.tiftft .car for a
Volkswagen, we conceal our air-cooled
engine in back. (For better traction.)
And made it go about. miles on
one 9alton.
Then we gave this Volliswagen its final
disguise;








Rev. John Jones Is
Speaker At Senior
Citizens Meeting
The Senior Citizens Club of
Murray and Calloway County
held its regular potluck lunch-
eon meeting at the Community
Center on Ellis Drive on Fri-
day, July 3, at noon. Rev. John
Jones gave the invocation.
Mrs. Virgie Clark, member
of the program committee, had
charge of the July program and
introduced the guest speaker,
Bev. Joel*, minister of the
Kirk/my United Methodist
Church. who gave a most in-
teresting and informative talk
stressing cheerfulness and the
beauty of life.
An Americao flag was placed
oh the table and allegiance
was germ by the group. T w o
piano selections commemorat-
ing the fourth of July were
played by Mrs. Bertha D. Jones,
club pianist
0. C. McLemore, president,
preaisied and the minutes were
read by Mrs. Dollie Riley, act-
ing secretary, in the absence
of Mrs. Jewell Parks. Several
plans for the corning months
were Miggested.
It was announced that the
next meeting will be held on
Friday, August 7, at the edu-
cational building of the First
United Methodist Church with
the usual potluck luncheon.
The Community Center is be-
ing remodeled and after com-
pletion the club will resume
meeting there.
Arrangements of summer
flowers were placed at each end
of the luncheou tables:- 'T
hosts were Mrs. Lula Dunn and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Erwin.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Erwin, Mr. and
MIS. Jake Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley and grandson,
'Mike -of 'Bel Aire Ilde Mr. and'
lira. Nommo Klapp, Mesdames
Naomi Golden.:
Ruby Harris, Ruby Barnes, Lu-
la Duma, Ruby Harrell, Lilliant
T. Hicks, Essie Blalock, Celia!
Ann Roberts, Virgie Clark,
Bertha Jones, Gladys Hale, Hil-
dred Sharpe, Jessie H. Roane
Olive Hagan, Carrie Cole. Ma
die Armstrong, Dollie Haley,
Edna McReynolds, Carl Harri-
son, Olene Lamb, Clara Tod
Floy Caldwell, Miss Erin Mont-
gomery, Ivy Culver, Charli
Marr, C. B. Scruggs, Rev. Jones.
and p. C. McLemore.
•••
Coffee alovement
NEW YORK (UPI) - There
are more than a hundred kinds
of coffee, each with its own
flavor, says the Pan-American
Coffee Bureau.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walker
of Mayfield Route One are the
parents of twin toys born on Sat-
urday, July 4, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Richard Corey, weighing six
pounds nine mantes, was born
at 10 p.m. and James Orey,
weighing five pounds, arrived
at 10:03 p.m. The new Other is
employed at Paschall.'•---et Lan-
es, Murray.
Granceur eats are Mr. arid Mrs.
Harry Walker of Mayfield Route
One and Mr. and Mrs. Hulon
Chambers of Farmingtoo Route
One. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Bertha Lindsey of Farming-
ton Route One, Mrs. Tommy Cha-
mbers and Mrs. Verhe Walker,
both of Sedalia 
- -
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Smothers,
1203 Elm Street, Benton, announ-
ce the birth of a baby boy, Thom-
as Ray, weighing eight pounds
seven ounces, born on carurday,
July 4, at 9:45 a.m. at the Mar-
ray-Callaway County Hospital.
The ned father is employed
the Gull Station at Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Smothers of Bentoo and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Wells of Mayfteld.
Great grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Brown of Symsonia
and Mr. and Mrs. Cr owley of Ben-
ton,
- ---
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Buxton,
1900 Gristmill Road, Little Rock,
Ark., announce the arrival of
their fifth child and third daughts
er. Allison Gay, weighing ten
pounds, born on Smartly. June
28, at the University of Arkan-
sas Medical Center,
The father does research and
Is an instructor at the Univer-
sity of Arkaneas Medical School.
Mrs. Hamm, e Me former Franda
Shoemaker.
Grandparents are Wes Sadie
Shoemaker and Mr. and Mrs.
James Overby of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Duane Buxton of But-
ler, Ohio. Mrs. BrOnzie Forrest
of Murray is a great grandmoth-
er'
MAU DAY TO BE
HELD AT JONATHAN
CREEK JULY 9
Day will be held at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly on Thursday, July
9th, with the registration
belfutning at 9:30 a.m.
This promises to be a day
packed full of inspiration,
fellowship and information.
Lunch, at $1.00 a person, will
beavailable in the dining hall.
The executive board will
meet briefly at noon.
Curtsy Coats Are In At
re THE NEW WASH & WEAR COATS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
so' 15% DISCOUNT ON A NEW COAT (It
paid for during July and August)
COME IN . . . LOOK THEM OVER
PUT ON LAY AWAY
THE LEDuiER & TIMES — MtKRAY. KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leslie Hasty
Miss Judy Lane Robinson, dau-
ghter of Rev, and Mrs. Robert
Robinson of Kirksey Route Two,
became the bride of Charles Les-
lie- Haety of Cuukeville, Tenn.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. cF,af Hasty
Of itOttterotif ;MI &YAM e, Tenn.,
on Friday, June 5.
Rev. Ronald Martin performed
the impressive double ring cere-
mony at seven o'clock in the even-
ing at the Locust Grove Church
of the Nazarene at Kirksey.
A lovely program of ntmtial
music was presented by James
Wallington, organist, and Miss
Barbara Hasty, vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
Wedniselsy, July
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will have a luncheon at
the Paris Landing Inn Hotel.
The group will meet at the
parting lot of the Fuel. Baptist
Church at 11 a. In. to leave for
the hotel
•••
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
Red Carpet Dining Room. Par-
es Tam.
•••
The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United Mottiodiat Church
WSCS will meet at the home
of Mrs. Gordon Moody, 525
South 6th Street, at 7:30 p. m.
SOO
The Hannah Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will have a picnic at




ian Women of the North Pleas-
ant Grove Church will meet at




Club will Meet Si the COM.
munity Center at 9:30 a. m.
•••
A Country Music Show bene-
fit for the Eugene Robertson
family will be held at Kirksey
School at eight p m with De-
nise Darnall and the Teen Folk
donating their services. Admis-
sion is 50 cents and one dol-
lar.
• • •
A swim part!, for the 4th.
5th, and 6th grades will be held
at the Oaks Country Club from
ten a m to one p. m Each
member may bring one guest.




The Murray University Coup-
)** Bridge will meet at 7:30
p. in in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
Student Union Building For
informel ion call Mrs. Jack




American Legion Post 73 and
Auxiliary will have its annual,
summer picnic at tile main Pa-
villton at the City Icark-al six
p. m Women are to bring coV-
ered clishei and the post will
by her father, was lovely in her
floor length satin wedding gown
covered with lace. It was design-
ed with an empire bodice, long
-sleeves -with cuffs, and an a-line
kirk. „tier .stioulder length veil,
was attaelied to three-leafed tie-
rs.
She carried a bouquet of white
carnations centered with a red
rose on a Bible,
Miss Barbara Hasty was the
maid of honor. She wore a floor
length pink gown with an empire
bodice and a -line skirt. Her bou-
quet was of pink carnations.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Gail Martin, Mrs. Wanda Hatfie-
ld, Mrs. Sandra Rankhorn, and
Miss Joan Robinson, all sisters
of the bride. They wore floor
length blue gowns with empire
bodices and a-line skirts. They
carried bouquets of blue carnet
tions.
Miss Elizabeth Wallington was
the flower girl and James Wet-
lington, Jr. was the rim -bearer.
Oscar Hasty served as best
man for the groom. Tte ushers
were Mitchell Bennett, Rev. Dale
' Hatfield, Wayne Rankharte and
Victor Messina,
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the home
of the bride's parents.
Serving at the reception were
Mrs. Rex Tabers, Mrs. Douglas
Rhodes, and Mrs. Robert Stem.
The guest register was kept by
Miss Debbie Tabers.
The bride is a graduateof Cen-
tral High School at Shelbyville,'
Tenn., and received her B. A,
degree from Trevecca College,
Nashville, Tem., this year. Mr.
Hasty is a graduate of Central
High School, Shelbyville, and Is
now attending Tennessee Tech at
Cookeville, where the couple will
reside at Village Park Trailer
Court. ,
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Librarian, Is
Speaker For Meeting Of Magazine Club
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,Mte
rray-Calloway County public lib-
rarian, reviewed the services
to the county and the growth of
the library in the Magazine Club
meeting held in the home of Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette Thursday after-
noon.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, president,
conducted the final meeting of
the current year. Mrs. 0. C.
Wells, read the minutes and Mrs.
E. A, Luniiquest gave the treas-
urer's report.
Sick members remembered in-
cluded Mrs. Leslie Putnam, Mrs,
R. A, Johnston, Mrs. E. A. Tack-
er and Mrs. B. B. Keys..
MTS. A. W. Russell introtrited
Mrs. Trevathan who used "My
Eleven Years in The Library"
as her subject and told about
many services the library gives.
The almost ready for occup-
ancy new library building has
8,300 square feet floor space,
and is built so that it can be add-
ed to. It includes the shelving
area, the children's quarters, a
small auditorium, a kitchenette,
work rooms and offices, she re-
lated. There are 40,000 books,
HO periodicals, with a 5-year
backlog, a good stock of music
records, films, and paintings for
lending. Mrs. Trevathan than said
that according to records, Call-
may Public Lihrery is()neatly,
best in the state. She told incid-
ents Of unusual requests of 'the -' -4el•"'""1"- tthe does- it-
lilarary - the answers to some Kim Smith of 1506 IfenryStreete
of them requiring a telephone
call to the state library in Frank-
fort,
A folk-singing program form-
erly scheduled had to be aban-
doried because of crowded space
in the present building. The
"Junior Great Books Discussion
Group" attracted 18 children last
summer for third-graders. An
adult "Great Books Discussion"
group is in progress the second
season.
The library, in cooperation
parrith the State Litcaim Program
tand the Regional LibraryService
with the office being In the local
library, has advantages out of the
ordinary. A color T.V. Is one.
The bookmobile has 63 summer
stops and many more during the
school months. It operates four
days a week and has two took-
mobile librarians.
Many books, and paintings are
given to the library in memory
of a friend who died, or to honor
a special achievement of an in-
dividual.
Story hours for childr en contin-
ue to be an attractkna. Head Start
classes visit the library weekly.
Mrs. Lafellette served dessert
and coffee at the close of thepro-
gram,
The following were present
Miss Capple Beale, Mesdames
Carter, R. W. Churchill, F. E.
Crawford, Carlisle Cutchin, Cly-
de Downs, E. S. Fergurson, Ge•
orge Hart, L. J. Horton, J. I.
Hosick, Lafollette, Lundquist,
Henry McKenzie, J. A. Outland,
Jesse Roane, Russell, George
Upchurch, and Wells,
Boatwright Reunion
Held On Sunday At
Murray City Park
The Boatwright family reunion
was held in the Murray City Park
on Sunday, July 5, with forty
persons present.
A bountiful lunch was served
at the noon hour and the afternoon
was spent in convereation.
Those from Murray present
were Mr. and Mrs. Kilburn Ada-
ms, Oatman Grogan, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lovett, Mrs. Rh-
onda Fitts, Mrs. Ntra Parker,
Mrs. Gussie Geurin.
Out of town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. John Brandon, Rebecca
Brandon, Tommy Brandon, Ram-
on Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Firmon
Cook 111 of Herndon Route One,
Mrs. Fannie Cunningham daught-
er and granddaughter, and Mr.
West Of Sandoval, Ill., Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Scott and children of Cen-
tralia, ale Hassell Williams of
Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Williams of Symsonia, Mrs.
L. B. Alexander of Paducah, Steve
Bloss of Miami, Fla., Mr. and
Mrs. Volin Miller, Treassa and
David, of Hazel Park, Mich. and
Rev, and Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright
of Walnut Grove, Mo.
Four visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Billington and grand-
daughter, and Mrs. Fred Jones,
star
Jackie Piii:Oson, 54. arm Rev-
erly:---MeKittriek, 34, :in..
shown prior to their mar-
riage scheduled for July 4
Ashford. England. That's
Ifi-,da vs after his ilii;titrr
from his wile of 34 irearfi
.The. swiiiple met hvo%tynoisfurnish the meat, drinks and----.Triro on a Miiiinfagolf entiv.ebread.
Murray, is employed at the Old
Faithful Gift Shop in Yellowstone
National Park, Wyoming, for the
summer,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Farless
and Mr. and Mrs. Fray Cunn-
ingham have returned home after
a two weeks motor trip through
the New England states, Quebec,
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia,
Canada, Enroute home they vis-
ited the Farless' son, Rev. Tob
Farless and family of Mayo,
Maryland. Two of their child-
rem Sheryl and Keith, returned
home with their grandparents for
a visit.
NEW YORK (UPI) - If
you're 6t but flabby and you
want to lose inches around
your waist, cut down on food
intake and exercise regularly,




coupled with a caution: a
waistline reducing belt will vitt'
miraculously melt the inches
away. The announcement was
in response to queries from
consuniers interestediin claims-
maile.-hi the mantifiaii-rer OT
a so-called sauna belt.




One hundred six descemlents
of the late Alfred Henry Wahine,
and Martha Ann Isabelle Hughes
Waldrop of Murray, Kentucky,
attended a reunion at Kenlake
State Park on July 5.
The states of Georgia, Michi-
gan, Missouri, Ohio, Oregon, Pe.
unsylvania, Tennessee, Texas,
New Jersey, lllinois, and Ken-
tucky were represented in the ga-
thering. From a possible 185
living ancestors, the 106 repre-
sented also the 11 children, 67
In-laws, 28 grandchildren, 64 gre-
at grandchildren, and 23 great-
great grandchildren.
The eleven original children
Anclude the late A. T. Waldrop.
Murray; the late John Ed Wald-
rop, Murray; the late Mrs. Leola
Waldrop Chunn, Lawrenceville,
111.; H. C. Waldrop, Mayfleke
Charles Wesley Waldrop, Murr-
ay; It T. Waldrop, Murray; the
late 011ie WaldrogSMurray; Mrs.
Euva Waldrop Alexander, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Ruby Waldrop Davis
(Wade E. Davis), Paducah; tlancy
Waldrop, Detroit; and Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Waldrop Holcomb, Murray.
The pregram for the day inclu-
ded invocation by Charles
ms, Paducah; special award gifts,
Euvalilexander and Clara Hump-
hrey. review of information about
the Waldrops„ Nelle Chums Lam-
bert, Lawrenceville, photo
taking session, Tommy Waldrop,
Mayfield; and the benediction,
Tipton Reed, Mayfield.
Ralph Waldrop, Mayfield, was
master of ceremonies and gen-
eral chairman for the event.
Simplicity for jewels
NEW YORK (UPI) - Ba-
ratei-jeweiry-itorna -milt -wilt -re--
main in the forefront through-
rwr tivr-semorr-wittr- -
simple designs dominating the
ornate and the reliable staples
of the industry - fine gems,
pearls and *etches -- continu-
ing to lead. _







Beer weds virgin sore
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
hop plant used in brewing beer
is limited to the unpollinate.d
-fetaxigtenwer because the male
flower and pollinated female
twebeer a bitter taste.
2 FOR 1 DRESS SALE
STARTS
THURSDAY, JULY 9 
MISSY, JR. & HALF SIZE -
DRESSES
—Buy One At Regular Pike
GET THE SECOND DRESS OF EQUAL VAtUE
FREE
BRING A FRIEND —2 FOR 1 SALE 
SPORTSWEAR SHOES 350 Prs,
1/2 Price 1/2 Price 
753-4623
404 Main--
- JULY 8 1470 
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WE DOH BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER































Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
COIJNTRY1FRY STEAK -L4.88tU.S.D.A. CHOICE
ENGL'iicuT  LB.190
WIENERS 12 OZ. PKG, 49C
9 to 11 CHOPS
1,4 PORK LOIN L8.690
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
NATO allies are somewhat
divided in their initial reaction
to a new proposal by Russia
and its Warsaw Pact partners
tor an East-West conference on
mutual reduction of troops in
Europe.
Some Western diplomats,
among them the Americans,
are inclined to believe the
proposal made by the Warsaw
Pact nations at their Budapest
meeting last month is loaded
with booby-traps.
However, some of the NATO
allies, in particular Norway,
Denmark, the Netherlands and
Belgium, are inclined to take a
more optimistic view of the
Communist diplomatic initia-
tiveL
In any event, there will be no
agreed NATO response until
September, officials believe,
because of the lengthy vacation
periods in European countries
and at NATO beldnoarters in
Brussels. —
Mutual Redaction
The United States has long
favored a conference on mutual
reduction of military forces
along both sides of the troy
Curtain between NATO and the
War saw Pact countries— Rus-
sia, East Germany, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 13u1-
garia and Romania.
The U.S. objective has been
to secure a reduction of Soviet
forces totaling about 350,000 in
Communist East Europe, of
which 200,000 are in East
About two years ago, Russia
and Its partners proposed Vat
they called a "European
security conference" which
would have two main objec-
tins:
First, all parties would
renounce the use of force to
alter the status quo. In the
view of the United States,
Britain and some other NATIO
members this carried the



















)ARMY EYES ./OHNSTON IFOR STORAGE Of NERVEGAS NOW ON OKINAWA
MRS NIXON LEAVES TWO
PLANELOADS OF QUAKE
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to Conie Crittenden and Betty
Hamilton Lowry; lot in Gates-
borough Estate Subdivision.
Ronald James and Penelope
Gardner to Howard and Billie
W. Dumas of Paris, Tennessee;
lot in Calloway eipunty.
Marshall H. and Ruth McNeely
to Norman and Rebecca McGee;
lot in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivi-
sion.
Affidavit of Descent of Romaine
Elliot, died October 9, 1969, to
Ramey Elliot, of Collisville,
William T. Eaker and Hellen
Eaker Infante to Gene and Weide
Landolt; lot in Lin and Barnett
Addition to the town of Murray.
Henry S. and Helena Rogacze-
wski of Chicago, Illinois to Jam-
es B. and Sarah C. nava of
Kenilworth, Illinois; lot in Call-
ovrav County.
University Heights Sibtitle
Home Parks, inc. to First Ken-
tucky Development Company, Inc.
lot in Calloway County.
Gus J. and Novella Swann Rob-
ertson and Gus J. and Mildred
Stinker Robertson to Millard F.
and Sandra L. Carman, Jr.; lot
be accepting, in effect, the so- John H. and Eltriede H. Keene on Johnhy Robertson Road.
caned "Brea/me, Doctrine" to Roger and Jauet W. Reichmuth; James Dale and Charlyne Clop-
under which Russia claims the lot in Circarama Subdivision, ton to William S. and Jane A.
Warsaw Pact has the right to
interfere in the internal affairs
of any other "socislist" country'
where the primacy of the
Communist party was endan-
gered.
Second, there would be an
agreement on economic cooper-
ation between Eastern Eti-
ropean narion.s and Western
European nations.
This proposal found no favor
in the West because the NATO
allies generally interpreted it as
a Soviet effort to get them to
ratify the Breshnev Doctria•
with a promise of subsequent
economic gain.
But the NATO allies at their
recent meeting in Rome agreed
to explore the idea of a
European security conference if
there were some progress on
other East-West issues. NATO
set forth as a separate proposal
an invitation to the Warsaw
Pact to join in discussing
mutual reduction of forces.
Another Plan
Moscow and Its allies came
back with another plan for the
European security conference,
with the suggestion that the 9s
first order of business be
designation of a group to
consider the possibility of
reducing "foreign troops sta-
tioned on the territories of
European states."
This appears to U.S. officials
to be just a variation of the
original Communist propos*,
which is believed to be desigesd
primarily to secure dip/ospitic
recognition of East Genitor,
as well as approval of Ilbit
Brezhoev Doctrine, with bre*
reductions sidetracked tor tier
consideration.
The United States has tesAll
310,000 troops is Earn ad=
which 215,000...are In tag
Germany. Waslalegess mama
that it would never amolem
reducing forces as comparast
with the 350,000 SumainS In
2/S2Vf Pact cowering Set a
one-for-one basis besiege Os
American forces *NW 11*
pulled dear back across be
Atlantic while the Roastaaa
would be withdrawn only a feu•
hundred miles and could returs
quickly.
George D. and Jane Henry
of Jonesboro, Arkansas to Sid
and Melissa Easley; lot in Callo-
way County.
Sid and Melissa Easley to Ge-
orge D. and Jane Henry ofJones-
boro, Arkansas; lot in Calloway
County.
Dave C. and Lucille Burkeen
to Elmer and Lyda Sue Collins;
lot in Calloway County.
Calloway County Land Com-
pany, Inc. to Billy J. T. and Ann
E. Osburn; lot in Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision.
Behest-H. and EvaF. ficCkths
and Davy 1:1, lielskinS to Robert
'L.•and Anna 3-. Burke; lot in
Canterbury Estates Subdivision.
Claude and Grace Parnell of
Indianapolis, Indiana to Ramona
and Asa Franklin McCoy of Gre-
enffeld, Indiana; lot in Smithwood
Development Corporation and
Kentucky Lake Development Cor-
poration Subdivisions.
William A. Warren to James
W. and Brenda C. Nix; lot in
Sherwood Forest Subdivision,
Elollie A. and Lucy E. Alder dice
to Jerry E. and Donna Sue Chan-
wick; lot in Panorama Shores on
Kentucky Lake.
Max M. and Joanna Sykes and
Wendell and Sadie Nell Allbritten
Hopson; lot in Clubview
J. 16. and Alice B. Shackelford
to Theron C. and Hen Mae Rimy
of' Falls Church, Virginia; lot in





TURTLE ON WHEELS Jonicia Welch. 2, takes a close look at
her pet turtle's ne4 means of locomotion -a set of wheels.
Hot Rod, the, turtle is coma:1.4c Rod, with one jag missing.
used to have 4rouble geljen — round, but Jonicia's father
John fixed that With the wheels.
Good News for Persons With Birthmarks?
By JAMES NEVIN MALES
Central Press Association
Correspondent
TORONTO. Ont. - PlastiC
surgeons at Toronto General
Hospital report that after al-
most 40 years of failure, Cana-
dian scientists have developed
an instrument for successful
treatment of the, chscolonation
a the face, reddish-purple in
color, that doctors call the
"port wine birthmark."
The device injects white and
green pigments into the purple
birthmark, making it blend
with the normal white skin
surrounding the blemish.
Perfected by Dr. H. G. Thom-
son with the aid of engineers
of Canada's National Research
Council, the birthmark blender
is now under-going a series of
tests at the hospital under the
supervision of Dr. Robert New-
ton, a well-known plastic sur-
geon. After treating 13 adult
patients with the aid of the,tle-
vice he reports excellent results
but says many more tests wit




Canada and the United States in
the hppe of removing the birth-
goes back to the early
1940s, according to Dr. Thom-
son. Just why it is important
to the thousands of persons
throughout the world suffering
from the facial disfigurement is
explained by the scientist:
"The exact cause of the
birthmark is a medical mystery.
Doctors know that the blemish
alinkedios  ri.od it  a now vesselsmm accumulationnytheth_t  f
super-
ficial skin of the face and neck.
b
They know that these excess
blood vessels serve no. useful
purpose. But they don't know
what causes them to accurnu-
late nor do they know how to
prevent .tiiern.7"
D
mark can range in size from
the equivalent...pia quarter to a
vivid blotch covering the entire
face. There has ,een no com-
pletely satisfattoty method of
eradication mainit, because the
blemish rarely involves any ab-




learned that any treatment oth-
er than one involving changing
color adds tinsatisfacory varia-
t
"Birthmark blender" proving successful against unsightly blemishes
tions on both texture and facial these problems.
contour.
Two main ways to change
color have been tested. One is
to provide a temporary color
match with normal skin sur-
rounding the blotch. The -new
device uses a more permanent




AN early procedure of this
kind, slightly like tattooing, was
pioneered, in.. lite .1.940s . lay..
New York surgeon, Dr. Herbert
IL inmIlAted 
of white and green pigments to
combine with the reds of the
birthmark to form a blended
color tone.
Unfortunately the 'Conway
plan didn't produce a satisfac-
tory resolution of three main
problems: how to insert an ade-
quate volume of pigment, how
to prevent leaching awaza the
pigment particles, and Mfw to
obtain a pi•oper color match of
the pigment to the patient. The
”ew device promises to slIlve
• • I •• • •
Research on the "birthmark
blender" started at the Toronto
Hospital five years ago with a
study of 70 birthmarked chil-
dren. When a tentative device,
slightly like the present one
was developed, this fact was
soon established:. that small
punctures rather than large
ones permitted more pigment
to be inserted with less aepoci-
ated burning.
It was also found that the
higher. The frequency .. a -injec-
tion, the greater was the
or pigra-or --inaortaal.--
Big advantage was the ability
to inject a large amount of
pigment prior to the start of
profuse bleedin_g„ 
•
These findings led to devel-
opment of three machines
somewhat 1114 the new one but
not nearly as satisfactory. To-
day's device has a "foot" on it,
that rests on thFidtil, it pur-
pose is to control the depth of
penetration and also positions
the neetile carrier correctly in
relation to the skin surface
Now You Know
By United Press International
About 4ifty-rive thousand
babies are born every day in
India
Natural Bridge State Park spo-
rts a mananade waterfall as one
of its beauty spots. The waterfall
serves as a spillway for the new
fishint *lake.
One of the world's strangest
memorials to the dead is in
Mayfield. Henry C. Wooldridge
(1822-1899) was buried in a vault
amidst the 16 statues he design-
ed of people, horses and dogs.
Avviveddi




gland (UPI) — A chihuarna
named Mouse received a plaque
Sunday from the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals for saving a 71-year-
old man and his invalid wife
when fire broke out in their,
apartment house. Mouse pawed
the face of her sleeping cornier,
Stephen Schooling, who lives in
An apartment below the couple.










America's No. 1 Iron Tonic
Just two tablets or two table-
spoons of liquid Gerrtoi
contain twice the iron In
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64 CT. PKG. 67c
iiSCUITS 8 OZ. CAN
DELTA FROZEN
STRAWBERRIES
1 LB. PKG. 3
MOUTHWASH
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Lorne
Greene, big daddy of televi-
sion's "Boileau" and a digni-
fied gentleman off-screen, was
given a book titled "The
Children's Encyclopedia o f
Grass" as a gift which he
didn't bother to read.
"I thought it was a horticul-
tural book," Greene explained
as his series got under way for
the 12th season at Warner Bros.
Studios.
"Then one night we had some
friendh in and my wife (Nancy)
/licked through the book to
discover it was all about
marijuana. She broke up when
she came to one page and read
It aloud.
"It was a list of people the
author believed had never
smoked grass. 11 wasn't a long
list but it did include Adolph
Hitler, %Nee Ruth Judd (the
ex murderess), Richard Nixon,
the Pope and Lorne Greene."
The big man chuckled. "I'll
never know how I was put into
that company," he said.
Geetleman of Old School
"Maybe it's because I play
Ben Cartwright, a gentleman of
the old school who wouldn't
smoke pot or even drink more
than he could properly handle."
Naturally, Cartwright and
Greene are physical twins. Bet
the resemblance (Ines not end
there. Greene, like Cartwright,
is a member of the establish-
ment, affluent, educated, a
pillar of respectability.
"I'm probably not as honora-
ble as Ben," Greene said,
musing.
"Ben isn't above reproach.
He's made some mistakes on
the show. He's gallant and
formal. I might find him a little
bit stuffy for my own tastes."
Greene has no illusions about
playing one character for a
dozen years. Others on his show
have felt otherwise. Pennell
Roberts quit eve years ago,
and has rarely surfaced since
in movies or television.
Vogel Replaces Dortort
This season David Canary,
who played Candy, will be
missing. In his place producer
David Dortort has hired 14-
year-old Mitch Vogel.
"The boy will give the show
new he and situations,"
Greene said.
"Bonanza," RCA's bellwether
for color in the early days has
enjoyed high ratings but
received criticism for a same-
ness of scripts and a generally
bland format. Greene hoped
this will change.
"We try to be thought
proyoking as well as entertain-










Sweet Juicy large 27 sIze
Cantaloupes 3/$1 00
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"Man) people age 62 and over
may be losing money by 101
applying for their social security
payments," Charles Whitaker,
Manager of the Paducah Social
Security Office said today.
Whitaker explained that it may
be possible for a person to re-
ceive some social security cheo-
ks even if he continues to week.
A person can earn up to $1680
during the year and receive a
social security check for eacb
month of the year. If he earns
over $1680, it Is still possilee
that he could receive some pay-
ments. The armlet. of payments
would depend otrbEe actual am-
ount of earnings and the amount
of his monthly social security
payment.
The social security law re-
quires that $1 in social security
payments be withheld for each $2
earned between $1680 and $2880.
For earnings above $2880, $1
in social security payments is
withheld for each $1 earned. Rep
gardleSS of the total earnings,
a social security check can be
paid for any month that a person
does not earn over $140 in wages
or take akactive part in some
type of s-ltrnployment.
Whitaker said that In some
cases hundreds of dollars in soc-
ial security payments could be
paid even when earnings exceed
$1680. He urges anyone approa-
ching age 62 to get in touch
with the social security office
to see U they may be eligible
for social security payments.
The social security office is
located at 112 South 10th Street







Fresh -Cut -;Ifp Chicken Parts
BREAST - 59' lb. NECKS 8 BACKS - 15' lb.







































































































same as that of U. S.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Since you took it upon yourself to defend
Sweden's policy on sex education in the schools, perhaps you
will want to come to her defense again. She could sure use it.
The Swedes have made a lot of enemies in the United
States by opening doors to American draft-dodgers and de-
serters. Do you call this friendly to the United States?
I don't! ANNOYED WITH SWEDEN
DEAR ANNOYED: Sweden has not issued any special
Invitations to American dtaft-dotifers and deserters, but you
should be aware of the following: A convention between
Sweden and the United States on October 24, 1961, stated that
nu extradition may take place for military offenses—includ-
lug desertion. In plain language, this means that the United
States has exactly the same attitude toward deserters and
draft-dodgers as Sweden has.
DEAR ABBY: Two weeks before our first baby was due,
my parents drove 1,800 miles to spend three months with
Gilbert and me.
I love my parents, Abby, but they are not the easiest
people in the world to get along with. The entire time they
were here, they fought bitterly between themselves,
quarreled constantly about money, and my mother criticized
the way I did everything_
Gilbert is naturally a very quiet man, but my parents
insisted he didn't like them, and he was "arrogant" to boot,
The day after I had my baby [which we named pfter my
mother[ Gilbert came to the hospital and told me that my
parents had packed up and gone home that Morning without
even saying good-by. Khowirig they were on the read; 't —
couldn't get in touch with them, but three days later my
mother called and told me that Gilbert never talked to
them and they were tired of being treated like two pieces of
furniture, so they went borne.
Abby, I had to stick up for my husband, which I did. Now
I'm getting nasty letters from my mother [signed by my
father, tore and I'm so upset I can't sleep nights. Should I
apologize to them and insist that Gilbert apologize, too? I
still think my parents were out of line.
KY. UPSET AND HEARTSICK o
DEAR HEARTSICK: It you are telling it "like it was" 11
there is any apologizing to be done. I think your parents
might to do it. (They sound "sick" to me.I You must protect
your own mental health, so write your parents and tell them
that until they behave in a civilized manner, you would
*rather not hear from them. Apt if they write lone swore
.
"nasty" letter, you will return all subsemyint letters—
' unopened.
DEAR ABBY: Nail add a few words of advice to the
mother whose daughter is such a poor housekeeper? SAVE
YOUR BREATH!
I know whereof I speak. For 15 years I have had a mar-
ried daughter who answers the description of yours.
[tried. I scolded, bribed, wept, shamed, worked with her,
for her, against her. I stayed away, I tried again. I gave her
suggestions, a dishwasher, a sweeper, money, my cleaning
woman, and the benefit of the doubt. I gave up.
It must be a disease. A kind of "blindness"—a complete
lack of something in one's character that permits a person to
live with clutter and disorder and remain unconcerned. (And
she's unsually the type who leaves her own home a mess, and
goes out to help others.)
If by chance, Abby, you should bear of anyone having
"cured" such a person, please let me know how it was done.
ANOTHER MOTHER
P. S. Abby, if you should print my letter, please don't
use my name or city. I love my daughter, and she has many
fine qualities, but she's a lousy housekeeper
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest, Write to ABBY, Box 69700, les Angeles, Cal.
99069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Letter writing can be • tweeze. For Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send Si to
Abby. Box 69700. Lou Angeles, Cal. SNP.
By Jack Lowen
Burley tobacco production is
again out of balance with de-
mand, price-support holding*
are at an all-time high, and a
drastic change in production
adjustment methods will he
necessary to keep the tobacco
program for burley growers, a
U.S. Department of Agriculture
official has indicated.
Joseph J. Todd, deputy dir-
ector of the tobacco division,
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, USDA,
told both the Burley Auction
Warehouse Amociation and dir-
ectors of „the Burley Tobacco
Growers Co-Operative Assecia-
Son that: .
"In my opinion — burley
growers cannot keep their pro-
grams if they do not bring sup-
plies into better balance with
demand -  and reduce govern-
ment loan holdings I thick this
will require a drastic change in
the production adjustment pro-
gram. With the present know-
how, we cannot control produc-
tion — by limiting acres — es-
pecially with 60 per cent of the
allotments protected from fur-
ther reduction.?
Todd said two factors were
responsible for refertng an
earlier trend toward more bal-
anced conditions:
1. Production increased mark-
edly in 1969 — with an all-time
record high yield per acre of
2.488 pounds established belt
wide — a jump of 116 pounds-
per-acre over 1968. The aver-
age yield in Kentucky was 2,--
e2.2
2. Domestic use of burley
dropped 28 million pounds dur-
ing the 1988-69 marketing year.
Domestic use is expected to
hold at about 516 million
pounds. Burley exports are ex-
pected to contints to lherease
but not enough to offset the de•
crease in domestic use.
A total of 27 per cent of tin
1969 crop was taken under price
supports, a 17 per cent jump.
over the previous year. Total
holdings under price supports
now amount to 476 millior
pounds, up 113 millicrn pounds
or 31 per cent, from a year ago
The present holdings of n'-ice
support burley are sufficient to
supply all domestic use and ex-
ports for _11 months at current
levels.
Acreage was reduced 10 per
cent for the 1970 crop Tcdd
noted, but because halt-acre-
and-under allotments are not
reduced, the cut amounts to on-
ly 7'4 per cent, and farmers
reeve *treacly decided to increase
per-acre yields to offset the
reduction.
COED IS A COP- Cathy Sor-
enson, 20, a Michigan State
University coed, is one of 11
college students hired as
summer - duty police patrol-
men by Ocean Grove, N.J.
Her beat is the boardwalk.
* * *
• •
Wedding bells •' 
HOLLYWOOD- (UPI) —
Deanna Lund and Don
vision series "Land of ,the
Giants," wets. maniedratiortiy
after the show was-cancelled.
Telethon ,
HOOTWOOD (UPI) —
J •Lewis, national chairman
Muscular Dyirtrophy As-
sociation for the past 19 years,
announced his Labor Day
weekend telethon will be car-
riCof coast to coast for the
first thne.
Blackberries Can lie Eaten
With Safety In Locust Year
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Many sup-
erstitions surround the 17-year
cicadas which have appeared in
many section § of the state this
year and none are more whim-
sical than that which holds that
in "locust year" it is unsafe
to pick and eat wild blackberries.
This, of course, is pure fancy
and for those concerned, it is no
more factual than the belief en-
tertained by some that because
of a "W" design on their wings,
locusts presage war and want.
It is the contentiousness and lack
of good husbandry on the part of
men wad not designs on the wings
of an insect that bring on conflict
and poverty.
You can take this from Prof.
J. E. Willa, an early 19th-century
entomologist and Baptist pr e,ach-
ex who told his congregation one
Sunday morning during a "locust
year" to forget such stuff.
"To believe such superstit-
ions," he explainee, "is not
only weak and unreasonable, but
also wicked and blasphemous."
"Not even the holiest man,"
he added, "has been able or
permitted to see the future and
to assert ,/hatsome insect has
this gift is to impeach God's
wisdom."
The origin of the belief that
locusts contaminate blackberries
and make then unsafe to eat is a
bit obscure but a hint is given
in the writings of an early Ken-
tucty chronicler who in an 1833
commentary on the appearance of
periodical cicadas, stated they
were accompanied by a "host of
stinkbugs" that fouled up the
blackberry crop.
Since in that day people set
great store by wild fruits and
berries as a supplement to their
'Met, this was a sort of a mild
calamity and hence the super-
stition. It is a fact, however,
and as any blackberry picker
knows, Met stink bugs habitua-
lly sir) ripe blackberry juice
and often make the berries un-
palatable.
Entomologists of all degrees
of rectitude and formal training
concur that both jarflies which
are with us every year, and cica-
das that come pdiodically, are
absolutely harmless except for
drilling holes in tender tree lim-
bs.
Their noisy singing may get
on the nerves, but they are not
poisonous, do ant bite or tow.
and are no more a prophet of
war or want than a housefly
that also has a "W" on its wings.
If cicadas were poisonous, there
wouldn't be a jaybird or a cats
fish left in the country after a
locust year. Both heartily love to
eat cicadas. It is also said that
durfng a locust year, some tribes
of American Indians once roasted
locusts like chestnuts and ate
them with gusto.
So for all concerned or fearful
of eating blackberries this year
because of locusts, discard the
old superstition. To uphold it is to
deprived of a lot of good
ally, jam, cobbler pie, and per-
haps some superb homemade
wine for the stomach's sake.
According to the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, the s
lentil:lc name for the periodical
cicada Is "klagicicada septets.
decim." The name seems most
appropriate because in view of
all the curious legends surround-
ing it and its appearance, the
locust is Indeed, a magic insect.
Q. Is a veteran 65 years ox age
or older required to furnisii evid-
ence of disability to be eligible
for VA pension?
A , No unless he is also claim-
ing he is housebound or requires
aid and attendance.
Q. I was just discharged from
the Army, and have two teeth
that need filling. Will the VA
do this for me?
A. In most cases, yes, but you
should apply at once-preferably,
-within six months of separatiott.
In no event should you delay
applying for this dental treat-
ment for more than one year
from the date of your discharge.
Q. Hy husband, a veteran, died
recently, and the VA paid his
life insurance to his former wife
even though they had been div-
orced 15 years ago. Why was this
done?
A, The VA is required by law
to pay the insurance to the lest
person designated as beneficiary
•v the insured veteran.
The emergency brakr on .1
car should be inspected r%er%
XTO AVOID AN INTERNATIONALHASSLE, I'M SUPPOSED 7' LASSOTHAT PERISCOPE AND TAIL ITTO WHEREeER IT'S 1-4EADreS
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6r4nding your teeth over
the high prices of dent&
care products?
You can save 20% or more on a complete
fr selection of tooth care items when you shop
fastfin 7 minutes 8 a.m. III midnight
at Convenient Food Marts.
In Convenient's Discount Health and Beauty Aid
Department, you'll find toothpastes, tooth
powders, and tooth brushes in the Most popular
sizes and top name brands- - and you'll save at
least 20% on them.




LEDGER TIMEg multRA,Y, 
KENTUCKY WEDNESDAY - JULY 8. IWO
(Editor's Note:. The housing
industry is suffering severely
from inflation and tight money.
Mortgage costs of 81/2, 9 or
more percent, and higher down.
payment requirements are pro-
hibitive for many families. Sena-
tor William Proxmire of Wiscon-
sin proposes in a bill, S. 3503,
that $3 billion a year of Federal
User ve credit be diverted from
linlil channels to savings and
10111a acsociations and banks for
mortgage loans at not more than
7 percent interest for purchase
Of homes under $30,000. The Nat-
ional Federation of Independent
Bisiness poll finds 49 percent
of the business owners favor
this measure, 43 percent opposed
and 8 percent undecided.)
Mortgage money is now too
eipeesive for many Americans
Ittie'vent to buy their own homes,
but a Congressional proposal to
pump Federal money to provide
cutrate loans meets diverted re-
action among the nation's indep-
endent businessmen.
To help these families and the
sagging home-building industry,
Senator William Proxmire of
Wisconsin proposes to re-direct
up to $3 billion a year of Federal
Reserve credit into financial in-
sdtutions for loans at not more
than 7 percent, for the purchase
of homes under $30,000 in high
cost areas and $20,000 in low-
cost areas.
These loans would go only to
families with less than $10,000
annual income.
Many of the businessmen poll-
ed by the National Federation
of Independent Business on this
bill apparently stamp this as a
subsidy, for the poll slam only
4$ percent in favor, 43 percent
-dIsapproving and 8 percent un-
committed. The bill's sponsor
denies the "subsidy" label, cit-
ing the mechanics of the plan.
The vote of businessmen in
Kentucky is 55 percent in favor,
38 percent opposed and 7 per-
cent undecided.
Since national results fall to
show a majority either way, the
Federation will not take a stand
on the bill.
The loan limitations of the bill-
on family income and home cost
- may be controversial among
businessmen, since many pro-
spective home-buyers would be
excluded.
F edatakine researchers belie-
ve the $3 billion figure may acc-
iunt for some reluctance among
the businessmen. But Senator
Proxmire points out that this
would be money in the Federal
budget; it would be credit now
. pleerated by the Federal Re.
---.-.--,.. .• .111111m system, re-channeled from
' liberal bank use through the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
to savings and loan associations
and Federally - insured banks,
I specifically for the low-interest
I housing loans.
It would provide about 150,000
I such loans a year.
The major argument for the
Proxmire legislation is that
Federal mortgage subsidies for
low-income families have been
increasing, while middle-income
families bear the brmt of taxes,
Inflation and high-mortgage cos-
ts..
"A reduction to 61/2 percent
Federal Money Nay Be Provided' RICH BENJAMIN
To Help Consent busing PUNI BECAME A STAR
AT WRONG TIMEwould lower a family's monthlypayments by $30 and make it
Possible for many more hard-
working Americans to own their
own homes," Sen. Proxmire
asserts. The housing industry
needs such a stimulous.
Lidependent businessmen, who
are paying interest rates on bus-
iness loans (when they can get
one) unheard of a fe v years ago,
are probably sympathetic to the
problem of the would-be home
buyer, but a form of Federal
aid is apparently too controver-




Actress Maureen O'Hara re-
ported the theft of $56,000 worth
of jewels from her hotel room
Tuesday. A spokesman for the
actress, who is here for a guest
appearance, told police the
jewelry was not insured.
•••
TYPHOONS THR EATEN
MANILA (UPI)- Two ty-
phoons, Olga and Pamela,
threatened t h e Philippines
Tuesday and the Manila Weath-
er Bureau issued storm warn-
ings. Typhoon Olga was report-
ed 27 miles northeast of Surigao
Province in the central Philip-
pines.
Sheep and goats outnumber




doesn't keep the Sydney peo-
ple from getting into the
American swim season with




ard Beejamin became a star
just In time to see the star
system go over the horizon.
Not so many years ago an
actor could have remained
employed for a dozen years on
the strength of a single
performance such as Benjamin
projected in "Goodbye, Colum-
bus."
Now he has to prove himself
every time in every picture.
"After 'Goodbye, Columbms,'
I told myself I'd never wor
again," Benjamin said. "I kn
I was on the way down."
Benjamin is a very poor
prophet. After "Columbus" he
starred in "Catch-22," "Diary
of a Mad Housewife" and
currently in "The Steagle."
7-Month Torture
"There was a seven-month-
wait between 'Catch-22' and
'Housewife,' and every day was
pure torture," Benjamin said.
"I'm not good at sitting
around the house worrying
about my next job."
The youthful appearing actor
should tret less than most men
about languishing around the
house. His wife is Paula
Prentiss, the brunette beauty
with whom hp co-starred in
"He and She" on television for
a single season in 1968-69.
"The two best things that
ever happened to Re was going
on the air with that show and
having it cancelled," he said.
" kithough didn't believe
either to be the case at the
time.
"I didn't want to do the show
In the beginning, and I was
c stricken when it was
cancelled. I thought my career
was over.
"Paula reminded me I didn't
want to do the series in
first place. But at least it gave
me a certain recognition vile
the public and made 'Goodbye,
Columbus' possible."
Many Offers
Although the star system
may have faded in movies it is
still going strong in television.
Benomin has been offered
many new shows but turned
them c )wn because, "some of
them included talking chickens
and things like that."
"It's just as well the star
system Is gone in pictures," he
said. "Otherwise I'd be at some
studio working under contract
In movies I didn't like.
"That's the way it was in the
old days. But today even
`Itirton and Taylor .an't assure
success unless die story is
gor - _ .
According to Benjamin his
new AYCO-Emeassy exerts has
a solid story and a great deal
of comedy. It has everything
except built-in insurance that
Dick Benjamin will find another
picture in the future.
"I think about that very
often," he concluded. "In fact I
was worrying about being over
the hill a little earlier today."
NOTICE OF MEETINGThe 29th Annual Meeting
of the
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL .
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
of Murray, KentuckyWill Be -HeldSaturday Evening, July llthat 7:00 p.m. --
The Meeting Will Be Held At The
Murray State UniversityLivestock Pavilion
On The College Farm Road
A Barbecue Lunch Will Be Served
at 7:00 P.m.
There will be a short busines's session after lunch.
'Three now drlectors will be elected to serve-3 years.
Prizes For Everyone In Attendance!!
(in addition to Door Prizes for holders of Lucky
Tickets)
Yoti Must ileve Your
Reservations by Noon Friday,
• JullOth • •
In Order To Have A Plate For You
Call 753-2924


















TENDEREST BELF IN TOWN
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN







Oftiinge Juice 12 oz. 3/sloo
Cheese Pizza 13 oz. 63e
Chef




Dot't-ret Fries 2 lb. 3/4.00
NABISCO
CHOCOLATE CHIP






'TREASURE HUNT — A year-
ago Kennerly A. Grayson, a
Houston, Tie, refist•Hity en.
--Omer, and his nlizughtef„
Use, started using a metal
"ctor to locate c ma-
rines in lawns on public
places. They have found
thIn 11.000 coins, rings.
UNKNOWN _FRIEND •
SEATTLE (UFO- The 44.
year-old man hopped into a
parked car as plainclothes
policemen approached the lot in
the international district here,
'The officers asked him U the
car- was his. The man said no,
It was a friend's, but he didn't
know his friend's name.
At that point he was arrested.
The rat was registered to E.
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An American Is Stricken With
Heart Disease Every Minute
Every minute around the
clock someone in the United
States is fatally stricken with
heart disease. Each year more
then 1.5 million Americans suf-
fer heart attacks, and of this
number about 600,000 die. One-
fourth of those who die are un-
der the age of 65 and still in
the prime of productive life. A
person who suffers a heart at-
tack said is taken to a hospital
without proper facilities has no
better chance for survival to-
day than he did 30 years aga.
Taken to a hospital that has a
modern coronary care unit and
specially trained personnel, the
mortality rate for this No. 1
killer can be reduced by tip-
proximately 30 per cent. Every
second counts for a patient with
a heart attack; and if he is able
to be taken to a hospital with
a coronary care unit, he has
a much greater chance for SUP.
The development of coronary
care units in community hospi-
tals promises a profound change
In the treatment of patients
with coronary artery disease.
These units, although small and
unpretentious facilities within
a hospital, constitute a major
step toward reducing the mort-
ality from heart attacks_
In the past two decades, there
have been significant advances
in the care of patients with car-
diovascular disease. Yet, death
from this the No. 1 killer has
increased annually, and has con-
sistently exacted a higher toll
than any other single disease.
Almost 40% of all deaths each
year are caused by cardiovascu-
lar disorders. - —
Coronary care units are re-
latively new, having been on
the medical scene only a few
years, and. thus far limited t
large medical centers where
sidents and house staff are al-
ways available.
These units can save lives
They cut mortality from this the
No. 1 killer by as much as 30
per cent when located in a
large medical center. However,
it has not been fully proven
whether such units can have
the same effect on the death
rate in a small community hoe
pital located away from a medi-
cal center. Success depends
largely on medical and nurs-
ing personnel being highly
trained in cardiac care. These
people aren't always available
in smaller communities. Then,
too, it needs to be determined
whether it is economically prac
tical to maintain such a unit in
the community hospital.
In 1968, the, Tennessee Mac-
South RegionalRegional Medical Pro-
gram (TMS/RD4P) established an
experimental network of 11 Co-
ronary Care Units to determine
the effect on mortality and tht
economic feasibility of such un-
its in community hospitals in
Tennessee. The 11 units are lo-
cated in the Williamson County
Hospital in Franklin, Vander-
bilt University Hospital, Baptist
Hospital in Nashville, Mettarl
Medical College, Nashville Me-
tropolitan General Hospital, Ba-
roness Erlanger Hospital ir
Chattanooga, Clarksville Meru-
ial Hospital, Cumberland 3redi
cal Center in Crossville, Jobs
W. Hiarrton Memorial Hospital in
Tullahoma, Jennie Stuart Me-
morial Hospital in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in Murray.
This network was designed in
such a manneriso that the out-
lying hospitals wcruld all be con-
nected to a base unit at Vander-
bilt and Baptist Hospitals in
Nashville, The electronic hook-
up gives consultative support
to personnel in the units until
they gain experience.
- 'The network of 11 experi-
mental coronary care units as
developed by the TIES/RMP,
under the direction of Dr. Noel
, is testing the feasibility
uch units in community hos-
pitals, end will determine the
effects of such units on the
death rate from heart disease.
In addition to this, they have
stimulated other communities
to develop similar units on their
own. They have helped fill a
vital gap in the health care de
livery system in the region
THEY ARE SAVING LIVES.
As noted last week, Witness doctrine teaches that death
is annihilation. one passage that they cannot answer is
Luke 16:19-31. The text is too lengthy for us to quote here,
but we urge our readers to study it with this article
The Lord relates the story of 'a certain rich man..
and . . . a certain beggar named Lazarus." Both the in-
considerate rich man and the poor, afflicted beggar died
Witness doctrine holds that they were thus annihilated.
However, the Lord shows that though their bodies were
dead, yet they were conscious in hades, the realm of
departed spirits.
The wicked rich man, after death, could lift up his
eyes, see, feel pain, speak and remember.
OBJECTION: The Witnesses usually reply by saying,
'But this IR only a parable," as if that would make the
facts untrue? First, the Bible does not call it a parable.
Secondly, if it were a parable that would not change the
truth of what Jesus said,
A parable is a comparison. The comparisons are true,
not false. Read and study the parables of our Lord.
(Matthew 13 specifically.) All the parables are based on
truth or reality. so, the story of the rich man and
Lazarus is true in its essential facts even if it was
parable. The reason Witnesses try to do away with this
passage is because they believe one is annihilated at
death. But they cannot annihilate the teaching of this
passage?
OBJECTION: Witnesses use Pisa. 146;4 and Eccl. 9:I0
to contradict Luke 16:19-31, Actually, the passages are in
harmony. There is "no work, nor device hor knowledge,
nor wisdom IN THE GRAVE, whither thou goest." But
the dead body goes to the ',grave." It Is the spirit or soul
of man that continues to exist as the Lord shows.
II ether readers desire copies of a booklet entitled,
AN EXPOSE OF JEHOVAH'S W1TNFSSES, contact me
$ ORE NEXTWEEIC4
Larry Ray Hanes
Again we have spoken with the Witnesses upon the _
topic of this and the last article written by Mr. Halley:
They again felt that we were misrepresenting them. How-
ever, after having read tbe materials which they have
and having considered their published doctrine. 1.1M be-
lieve that these articles represent perfectly their doctrine
as they have published it. If the local Witnesses do not
agree with the teaching of the materials they hand out,
then they ought not to misrepresent themselves by hand-
ing this material out.
We have asked these people if they would like to pro-
claim their doctrine publicly and to have it examined.
However, they have replied that this would not be in keep-
ing with the manner of teaching required by Christ. I
simply ask them to consider the teaching of Paul as to
whether it was in the manner required by Christ or WBB
Paul wrong for teaching the way he did. Acts 17:2 says,
"And according to Paul's mstom. he went to them, and
for three Sabbaths reasoned with them from the Scrip-
tures.", Paul was speaking publicly before a synagogue
of the Jews. a group of Unbelievers. Can we not expect
these people also to speak publicly and to reason from
the Scriptures before us if they believe that we do not
have the truth? Or-is their teaching as was Paul's and do
they teach the things Paul taught? We ask them to come
to the West Murray Congregation of the, Lord's people and
to let us examine their doctrine and teaching.df they are
not afraid of having it examined, then they wflido #s Paul
did and treason with us. We shall keep our readers infor
m-
ed as to whether these' people have. enough trust- in the
ir--
teaqng to have their doctrine examined,in such a man- .• _ —
Wet.
Address all comment. criticisms, and questions to
'Thomas Keaton. Winchester Apts. # 6. Murray.
LAD LEFT A WILL — Daniel
Mallette holds the will left
in Montreal, Que., by his
cousin Jacques Barrette, 16,'
one of 108 persons killed in
Los Angeles - bound plane
crash near Toronto. Ont. The
will, beginning "If we die
." stipulates disposition
of belongings such as games
and a bicycle. Jacques, his




What materials make up an
average size passenger car tire:
Mixed synthetic and natural
rubber make up about half the
average tire's total weight,. or
11 of about 23 1/2 pounds,
, according to the National Auto-
mobile Club.
Six pounds of carbon black
-Riser -go-into -a tire,- as wetl- as.
2 1/2 pounds of cord material
and 1 1/2 pounds of petroleum
oils. In addition, a tire ,con-
tains almost a pound of steel
as well as sulphur, chemical
accelerators and antioxidants.




are more likely to pinch pen-
nies in shopping for children's
clothing thank - when buying
their own apparel, a study
indicates.
The third annual Meinhard-
Commercial Corporation sur-
vey of U.S. clothing manu-
facturers Shows 52 per cent
of the men who make women's
_clothes expect that higher
prices would have no adverse
effect on sales, whereas ,L31




hand, the C.1.T. Financial Cor-
poration subsidiary'fnund, only
23 per cent of the manufac-
turers of children's clothing ex-
pect no adverse effect on sales
if prices - rise; -et:lin-pared-tenth
63 per chit who look for more
ides enristanm
ittsle to be honest
SINGAPORE (UPI)-A 25-
year-old Chinese was sentenced
to a five-year jail term for
stealing five typewriters and six
adding machines worth $1,166
which he said he needed to.
make an hones living.
Ng Boon Leong, who admit-,
ted steeling the goods, told a
court:
"I stole to make in honest
living. I wanted cagital to
Mart my own business,
'Tirst in U.S.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Roger Vadim, Jane Fonds.'s-
husband, will direct ."Pretty
Maids AU in a Row" ' for
MGM - the director's first film
made in the United Striltii.
WINNER VOTIF—Luie Eche-, ,
verria, 48, former interior
secretary. -caste htekballot in
Mexico City as he rolls up a •




ehargen of fraud and kidnap-
Hag He will startNit.six-year.
Wt.,* "Mt*, 1 '
aseLICIU11) 19c
norrLa 
, 111,111 ma reopen
c.00d Al A a' P Food Si
Good Thru Set .111s II
Mgt.en, ttrr.g.egg COur
Lime t Coughm Per .Curton
LJ1-IEKE AM I ? I CAN'T 'EE!
00P5! LoHAT'S THAT? 040
TOOCNED ME ? 5041E-ONE GRAVED
















Whole Kernel G•ition White 1-Lb.
Cora 
Cans 6/$1
17.0z. Canstss 1 Potatoes 
AMON Pre-Soak Fit Ei
12-0Z BOX
$5 Or More Purcbasi
t.uod Thru Sat July II
BUY ONE CAN FOR 119d
GET 2nd CAN FOR
Ap I lit
R,Nso DETERGENT
3-LB-1.02. BOX 59 s
with Tlete Coupon
t.ond Thru Sat., July II
a:own AS esddnillt eadkinaha
Reg. Price Without Cehiggh




Good lb,5 lai .,./uIv II
Good At Al,!' Food Stores
R.eg. Mos ,A4lsout CO llt3011
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ASBURY PARK, N.J. -Mayor Joseph ?lattice, commenting on
the three days of disorders in his seaside resort city:
"We didn't know of any tensions that were building."
TEL AVIV -Brig. Gen. Haim Herzog ret., former chief of
Israeli intelligence, analyzing the *viet Union's military pre-
Mee in Egypt:
"The next phase of the leap frog toward the canal, till takes
place, coad place the Soviet missiles in a position to be effective
over the Israeli front line."
GENEVA (UPI) -U. N.- Secretary General Thant asserting
there is no reason at present to reactivate the peice-keeping
mission of his ?Aidcle East representative , Gunnar Jarring:
-Ambassador Jarring would be happy to return to the Middle
East as soon as the situation warrants."
SAN FRANCISCO -Shirley Temple Black, explaining why she
wants to seek a U.N. settlement of the Lsiochina war:
"I think that since the war has expanded from Vietnam to
Cambodia and Laos, with the possibility always of expansion
to Thailand, it is urgent that the whole crisis of Southeast Asia
be taken to the United Nations."
Dutch clairvoyant
It's all in tuning in
on people, he says
By WILLEM VIJUR
-,ETRECHT, Holland (UPI)-
Gerard Croiset is a clairvoyant,
re he's --psychic, or he has
extra sensory perception -- or
something. -
By whatever name it is
called, this 60-year-Old Hol-
lander has become renowned
in many parts of the world as"
a man who "sees" or "senses"
things ordinary mortals do not.
He has been in great de-
mand as a finder of lost child-
ren. by. "sensing" ,or ..."steing"
what might have happened to
them or where they might be.
He says he has been asked
to use his loo chic senses to
find some si I missing child-
ren and he figures -he has
helped locate about 400 - lost,
strayed or abducted. .
roiset does not claim _au=
pernatural powers and discour-
ages the idea that te has them.
"I see it like this," he told
a UPI reporter. "We human
beings are in contact with our
fellow humans whether or not
we are concious of the fact
lain no wonder man. I am
differenkkLerhapa, only in my
a to - tune in on other-
peoçe on the proper fre-
vein-. and make contact with
them.
Croiset has been called in
unofficially on crimes all over
the world. In some of his
cases, ranging from murders to
plane crashes, he has been
praised for his effoae,Insciiie
he has drawn a blank-ineh
as the kidnapping of rancher-
financier Oliverio Lan Boren°
in Columbia and the disap-
pearance of Mrs. Muriel McKay,
Wife of a British newspaper
executive in London.
"I had no concious feeling
I was on the right track in
those caws," he said.
Croiset takes no fees for
thew "special caeca" whether
or not he is able to produce
a result His main source of
income is his work locally as
a "natural healer."
In demand
Newspaper offices in Hol-
land, especially those of such
worldwide agencies as UPI, are
accustomed to getting urgent
'message* from abroad asking
how Croiset can_be reached
for .dvice. on 'how to locate
a missing mittionaire or a child
or to help solve a murder case.
In addition, letters arrive
frequently at his home at
Willem de Zwijger strut
(William the Silent Street) for-
warded by the post office
which has learned to deal with
mail simply addressed to
"Gerard- Croiset, the Nether-
lands."
And people call in person,
some to scoff, some to seek
help. One of those who came
as a skeptic., author Jack
Harrison Pollack, wrote
"Croiset the Clairvoyant" in
which he refers to him as
"The Miracle Mafi of-Unhand"
and "The Man Who- Mystifies
Europe."
Croiset found his alleged
powers early in life. When he
was 15 he says. he "saw" his
father fall down in Amsterdam
while he was himself on a
farm miles away. He hurried
to Amsterdam and arrived to
find his father had died two
hours earlier.
Later Croiset ran a fruit
and vegetable shop. Here his
powers were of no help and
he went bankrupt
During the Nazi occupation
of Holland Croiset said he was
able to give tips to the Dutch
Resistance Movement. Soon
after the war -- in 1946 --
he met Prof. Wilhelm H.C.
Tenhaeff, director of the
pioneer Parapsychology Insti-
tute at the University of
Ctrecht who has intensively
studied him ever since.
Tenhaeff had Croiset sub-
mit to tests by scientists of
other European nations and in
the United States. Prof. Hann
Bender of the Parapsychology
Research Center at Freiburg
University in Germany was
quoted as calling him "the
most remarkable subject I ever
tested."
Croiset has something he
calls "The Chair Test" which
he has performed repeatedly
before expert witnesses and
assertedly under the most
exacting scientific conditions.
This consists of describing in
detail before a meeting takes
place the person who will sit
in a seat ,number chosen at




Art Carne' retutns In movies
for a slap role in 7Velentines'
Day," starring Doug McClure
at Universal.
Letter t° the Edit°r U.S. Starts-.
Dear Editor:
Employed as a watchman at
Curlee Clothing Co., I am on the
look-out for blip. In case of
serious trouble7stonmo1IPaPle
who can bring the trouble under
control. By dialing 911, I can
reach the firemen, police, am-
bulance etc. in seconds. My sups
eriors are reached in seconds.
God can be reached in less than
the tenth part of a second. As
quick as a thought that we need
Him can run through our minds.
Some people call us "night
watchmen". The word "night"
may have been added to "watch-
men" after Isaiah wrote his re-
troverted phopbecy 754 B.C. whe-
re he repeated a question and gave
the answer. Isa. 21:11-12: "Wat-
chman, what of the night? Watch-
man, what of the night? Watch-
man, what of the night? The wat-
chman said, The morning corne-
tt, and also the night". The word
"night" doesn't refer to the dark
part of the 24 hour day. It speaks
of caiamity possibly brought on by
war between Egypt and Assyria.
Repetition of the question, "Wat-
chman, what of the night?" indic-
ates great anxiety. The words,
"morning (retie cometh, and
also the night (more trouble)
offered little amour agemeni. e.
ligous leaders, especially pro-
phets, were called Watchmen in
those days. There were power
struggles among religotis lead-
ers in those days. But the power
struggle that we know about now
between clergymen and religions
must have had its beginning short-
ly after the birth of Christ, when
Herod killed a multitude of boy
babies, hoping to kW the baby
Jesus.
He believed Jesus was athreat
to his power. Jesus wanted to
bring people together, to God.
Matt. 23:37: "0 Jerusalem, Jer-
usalem, how often would I
have gathered thy children to-
gether". Jesus also spoke against
the power struggle among relig-
ious leaders to get each others
awn ber s. Matt. 23:15: "Woe unto
you,...ye compass sea and land




Nbcon . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
board to make a new effort t
unknot an 11-year-old controver
sy over whether firemen are
needed in diesel engines. The
order exhausted Nixon's statu-
tory powers in the dispute,
meaning Congress might have
US act if the matter is still
unsettled two months from
now.
The action prohibits strikes
or lockouts on the part of any
union or carrier for the length
of the cooling off period. .This
provision was aimed at ending
the possibility of a nationwide
lockout by other railroads, a
threat which the railway labor
conference leveled after the
strike began.
Some of the affected rail
service returned to normal
shortly after Nixon acted and
the three Carriers made plans
to return to their regular
freight and passenger schedules
today.
The walkout had stranded
commuters in Washington,
D.C., perishable produce in the
West and coal shipments in
Kentucky. In all, about 82,000
rail workers were involved in
Alabama, Arizona, California,
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio,
Oregon, West Virginia, Texas
and Utah.
Isixon ' appointed Frederick
Livingston a New York lawyer
to head the emergency board.
Two other members will be
(Continued From pigs 1)
Communist defector as saying
two-thirds of Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese soldiers
fighting in South Vietnam had
been pulled into Cambodia for a
drive to return Prince Norodom
Sihanouk to power and restore
supply lines and sanctuaries cut
off by Allied operations.
The spokesman said that
although Communist units had
pulled out of the historic temple
complex of Angkor Wat in
Northwest Cambodia in re-
sponse to worldwide fears the
shrine would be ruined by
warfare, government forces
still exercised rib control over
the area.
In Honolulu, a board of
officers entered the third day of
a five-day conference to draft
details for the pullout ordered
by President Nixon. About
50,000 Americans are to leave
the war zone by Oct. 16, and
100,000 more by next .spring.
In Saigon, a U.S. Army
security guard killed two
civilians and wounded a third
early today as they -sped away
on motorbikes from the scene
of a grenade explosion near a
U.S. officers billet in downtown
Saigon.
One of the dead was a South
Korean identified as thin Yong
Hae, 32, who worked for an
American firm. The guard
opened fire with an M16 rifle u
the three motorbikes raced up
the street after a grenade
exploded outside a bar 300
yards from the officer's billet.
Military spokesmen reported
sharp fighting in South Viet-
nam's northern quarter and in
the Mekong Delta that cost the
lives of four Americans in the
north and 10 South Vietnamese
in the delta
Viet Cong and North Vietna-
mese losses were put at 40
dead, all in the delta.
Field reports from U.S. 101st
Airborne Division troops operat-
ing in jungled mountains 26
miles west of the old imperial
capital of Hue, 420 miles northr
of Saigon, said two companies
of American troopers were hit
in the same vicinity Tuesday
four hours apart.
One company lost three dead
and 19 wounded. The second
was hit 750 yards to the south
with small arms and racket
grenades that killed one Ameri-
can and wounded 15. Commu-
nist casnalties were unknown.
Guerrilla mortar fire hit
American positions in the
region twice during the day.
There were light cannibal bet
no one was killed, US.
spokesmen said
The American units were said
to be probing a Communist
buildup in the area, military
sources said.
American B52 bombers
dropped at least 360 tons of
bombs on suspected Communist
concentrations in the western
mountains of Quang Tri and
Thua Thien provinces, in the
far northern reaches of the war
zone
South Vietnamese spokesmen
said a militia unit in the delta,
supported by artillery and
helicopters, killed 40 guerrillas
but lost 10 dead and 13 wounded
Tuesday 70 'miles southwest of
Saigon.
South Vietnamese infantry
reported killing 23 Communists
ie the Cambodian Parrot's
Beak region Tuesday with





opened mixed in moderate
turnover today.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.06 per cent
on 404 issues crossing the tape.
Of these, 141 advanced and 128
declined.
Xerox opened 1/4 higher at
soss, while Itek Corp. spurted
its to 27%. American Tele-
phone held unchanged at 411/4,
but Ling-Temco dipped 1/4 to 11,
and Sears, Roebuck was %
lower at 541/4.
In the autonhotive group,
General Motors slipped 1/4 to
524u, but Chrysler rose 1/4 to
isss. Ford climbed Ss to 421/4.
Among the electronics Gener-
al Electric eased Is to 67,
Westinghouse Si to 601/4.
Motorola also surrendered Is to
31, but Fairchild Camera rose
7„ to 231/4, Control Data was IS
higher to 31, and Litton was
unchanged at 15%.
In the oil group, Atlantic
Richfield was unchanged at
48%, but Occidental gave up
'A to 131/4 on a block of 12,100
shares. Jersey Standard dipped
to 531/4, and Standard of Ohio
held steady at 551/4.
U.S. steel rose es to 301/4 in
its group, while Penn Central
was unchanged at 6 in the rails.
Crenna's new one
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Richard Crenna completed his
role in "Elfictors' Wives" at
Columbia and immediately
took up duties as partner and
producer with Danny Thomas




SOCIETY RECEIVES PRINT--Mrs. Eugenia Blackburn, curator of the Kentucky
HistoricaleSoriety receives a print of Gaines' Denmark, foundation sire of the
American saddle horse, from Keith Cupp of the Saddle Horse Museum, Lexington.
Foaled near Lexington in 1851, Gaines' Denmark is recognized as the progenitor
of the modern saddle horse. (Karen Tam Photo)
Otho Oliver Rites To
Be Heid On Thursday
The funeral for Otto Oliver
of Murray Route Seven has been
scheduled for Thursday at ten
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. H. D. Lax officiating.
Interment will be in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
arrangtments by the Max H.1
appointed later by the Labor
Department. Livingston. a
professional mediator, previous-
ly had been inyolved in the
firemen's dispute.
The fact-finding board will
have 30 dates to report to the
White House and the two sides
will have the second 30 days to
negotiate on the findings.
KANE WitECKA04 SEALEb Oh AT TORONTO The area I and It wings near Toronto, -Ont., airport, is sealed by
oorstaining the *coffered wreckage of an Air cantina Des ponce. All 99 passengers and Mlle crew member, died: The **
jet that crashed. iitreanUng. fir! and shedding_ two engineN Montrent-to-Los Angeles jetiiner was attempting to ian1.•
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Oliver, age 65, died suddenly
Monday at nine p.m. at his home.
He Is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Maggie Oliver stepmother, Mrs.
Martha Oliver; two soars.  James
and Richard Oliver; two sis-
ters, Mrs. Adelle Duckworth and
Mrs. Alice Pool; Live brothers,
Allen, Eurie, Wallace, Charles




BONN (UPI) - West Ger-
many produces 38 per cent
of the electricity generated in
Western Europe,by nuclear re-
actors, the Institute of Ger-
man Industry reports.
'*5
' The Everglades anhinga, a
large`se,aterbird, can swallow a
sunfish
SWANN MARKET













Grape Jelly or Jam 39
New Family Size 280 two-ply sheets
Scotties Tissue 39'
Flavor-Kist















Offer Explivi 14, 1970
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
Tender
Rifr Steak




--Qpr Own - 'cup
Pimento Cheese 45
hirDV`Ahey Cookiettg45
N E W! !
Kraft's Squeeze-A—Snacks
5 Flavors










Price without coupon is
COO/014PM PAC










































OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
 L R 111 Fir
WE GIVE
TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
Double AU Day Tue. & Viet
We Redeem U. & Gov. Pricen in This Ad Goad
through Theads0'.Prod Stamps
Vie Minerva The MOW to Lt
VIVA PAPER
TOWE
DRINKS HI-ACD OE RPALINNGCEH 3 
caoz: $1
CRACKERS DIXIE BELLE LB. 80)(210
WITH COUPON
U. S. INSPECTED
JUMBO ROLL 1 C FRYERS  
GRADE "A" WHOLE B.











KOOL AID ,I%_SASVTORS 6 .290
DOG FOOD PURINA 25 It $3.19
2 ooz.49C. —CO
REELFOOT SMOKED FRYERS BAR-8-WEPICNICS,LB. Avg. 4906 to 8
LB PORK BAR'I"
GOLD DOLLAR Canning
VINEGAR GAL. 490MISS GEORGIA
PEACHES
ARMOUR n

























WALDORF WHITE OR ASSORTED
4 ROLL PACK39C
4300 CANS I




FRANKS ARMOUR SKINLESS 490
13-11- THE - 39 12 OZ.PKG.OLD FASHIONED
LS. BOLOGNA BY THE PIECE LEI.
HENS





























59' OLIVES 2 30zJars 6 9C oanoanr
4 13,4,19t aituaitut.
EA.MISS LIBERTY 49c ROA TliCH I-PS TWIN PACK 10 ,OZ. PKG.
FLOUR BAKE MASTER 25 LB. $1" BLEACH GALPuREx 3
5C JOHNSONS
C SAUSAGE 2 LB-BA689t
.
SHORTENING SNOW4D2Rol




WE HAVE FRESH STORE MADE
xChicken Salad
x Pimento Cheese








14 OZ. PKG.0 7
DINNERS MORTON ME
 AOT 4z. pKG. A AcV 
WATERMELONS ORANGEJE AM BURGER BACON
_; GUARANTEED RIPE 89C FROZENADAMS 6. 60Z; S-1CANS 49C
FRESH
GROUND 
ENDS & PIECES 1
SLICE 9C
DOG 
G FRESH HOME GROWNO
F OD (YA°Nzss 1 " PEACH ES





ouR BLUt SE AL 5 11)649c











ICE CREAM FESTIVAL GAL. 65




E HIENZ BAR.B.0 
39c poRK I SHOWBOAT160Z.
CATSUP HUNTS2001. BOTTLE 39c BEANS 3
300 SIZE
CANS









55.06 Add Purchase Milk & 
Tob. Ext.




$5.00 Add Pur. Exc. Milk & Tobbaco
VOID AFTER JULY 13th.
WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF A I
10 LB BAG LEADER Self-Rising MEAL
VOID AFTER JULY 13th
a 
VERTY COUPON
50 TRADING STAMPS 50
L IBE IY COUPON
50 TRADINkiSTAMPS 50
WITH THIS COUPON AND S3.00
OR MORE PURCHASE FROM DRUG RACK









subs for text books
By KEARNEY BOTHWELL
EDWARDS AFB, Calif.
(UPI) - Most students would
rather play games than study --
so Air Force Lt. Col. Reagan
H. Beene Jr. came up with a
device that combines both and
that may help save a pilot's
life.
It's a machine, nicknamed
"The Pinball Quiszer" which
was modified from a "Com-
puter Quiz" machine Beene
saw in a bowling alley.
"Americans are notorious
for trying to beat machines,
noted Beene, the simulation
chief for the Air Foefe's Aero-




'n-test pilot's ob es
beat machines, namely air-
planes, so that others may fly
them safely and with a tho-
rough knowledge of a plane-'s
'limitations."
So he searched until he
found a manufacturer who
could outfit the machine with
aircraft questions. The device
was installed in the flight
operations raben last October,
at a cost of $1,613.
To start the game, the stu-
dent pilot pushes a button,
which causes the board to light
up. One by one lour questions
oui stiociftetype of aircraft
we flashed on the screen.
The categories for the quest *- s technical order."
bons are airplane designatiom -
for the F104, 138, B57E and
T33A.. They cover emergency
procedures and general know-
ledge- of -the- - -
Say the question reads:
"The 138 canopy breaker
hook is:
A. Located on the left
canopy frame in each cockpit.
B. Used with the right hand
only.
• -
C. Used in all emergency
exits on the ground.
LI Best used with a tri-
angular pattern of blows."
Pushing button A :eves the
student his score on the ques-
tion and 'brings the next to the
screen. There are 'four ques-
tions in a series. If the answer
is right, bells ring and the stu-
dent is awarded a certain mim-
Better oyster outtoolt
_ SFS' __BRUNSWICK,
TOT - A Rutgers University
_marine biologiist, Harold Ft.
Haskin. has reported that re-
cently developed stocks of di-
sease-resistant oysters can help
restore the ailing oyster in-
dustry to health.
New Jersey oyster fisheries
were nearly wiped out in the,
late 1950s when heavy har-
vesting and a parasite known
as "MSX" cut annual produc-
tion to 167„,000 pounds, down
from 6 million pounds.-
The industry has recovered
somewhat, but current pro-
ductions 111 till only 10--to 15
per cent of the early 1950s
average.
PRESIDENT-ELECT of the Na-
tional Education Association
is Don Morrison (above of
San Diego, Calif. Morrison,
44, a social studies teacher,
was elected at the conven-
tion in San Frtincisco.
Finnish furniture trade
HELSINKI (UPI) Russia
bought almost one-third of
Finland's furniture exports in
1969, The Wade Ministry re-
ports. Total exports were 65.5
million marks ($15.6 million)
and the Soviets'accounted for
about 32 per cent. Then came
Sweden, 31 per cent, West
Germany, 10 per cent, United
States 8.per cent and Den-




Danish textile exports in-
creased 26 per cent in 1969
to 1,275,000,000 (Ii) crowns
(6170 million).
* * *
CHICAGO (UPI) - Govern-
ment figures show that nearly
6.5 million clerical and allied
workers produce paperwork
every working day, reports A.
B. Dick Company, manufac-
turer and distributor of copy.
ing, duplicating, audio-visual




Walter Matthau, who won an
Academy Award for "The Odd
-Couple, will star in "Plaza
Suite" at Paramount with
Arthur Hiller directing.
A Buffalo RouiidupSo1ves . Pr
For A California Land Developer
As this photo, Nihon in the Lake RItrerkide Buffalo Park, shows, pro-
testing a newly-born buffalo calf swami to be a group rosponstattirv.
ail PRANK DATNOW
Central Pruts Aasociatton correspos.4es1
LOS ANGELES-When Bob Beaumont set out to convert a
rolling Southern California valley into home sites,beimmeniQtaly
ran into a problem with "squatters." Already on the 3,500-acre
area was a herd of a dozen buffalo. These were' honest-to-good-
ness, mean-looking, shaggy, wild buftaki„. _
This particular part of Riverside County, California, is sparsely
populated and adjoins the Pechanga Indian Reservation. As a
result, the buffalo for as long as local residents can remember
have roamed freely. No one bothel'Ed them and they apparently
bothered ri0 one, either.
However, Beaumont had plans to develop his land into Lake
.1,rsksIe Estates, a residential project with, ranch style homes,
power mowers, swimming pools and car ports. This would hardly
be an environment suited for wild buffalo. It at wouldn't mats,'
prospective residents; oissLake    se-
-Ns/ Rii,erside fstates wild about being what it is today, mounted
buying. cowboya 'aren't found hanging
Clearly Bob Beaumont had to around town much looking fo
do something about the buffklo. work. As a results Beadmont
He didn't Wahl "tio ileattoy -tfir had to can hi-Ma 'Webb Of
herd of fine-looking beasts, of Hollywoods..Ne hasitt perm
course. He didn't even want to ataff of expert/ cliwboys:and
ship them off to some other re- cowgirls.
mote corner of the tate Still, They workAhainly in, western
if they remained on the site, movies and television filitzs.
they could come-out second best While they know all about cam-
in a dual with a bulldozer some era angles and movie making,
afternoon.
• • •
FINALLY. Beaumont decided o
to fence off a section of his
New HEW Secretary




WASHINGTON --- Elliot L.
Richardson, the new Secretary
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, heads a departtnent whose
activities affect virtually every
man, woman and child in the
country. No one in the govern-
ment envies him his job.
HEW, as it is generally
known, has had eight secretar-
ies since it was formed 17 years
ago. Compare this with 17 sec-
retaries in the Department of'
Agriculture's 108 years of ex
istence.
HEW is so vast, so cumber-
'Elliot E. Richardson
some, so engulfed with seeming-
Ty—iinsolVable -Problems that
Richardson's predecessors dur-
ing recent years have gotten
out as quickly as they. could. A
government conglomerate with
108,000 employees, its budget is
expected to reach $85 billion
in the 1971 fiscal year, second
only to the Defense Depart-
ment, which spends some $71
billion annually
HEW has grown by leaps and
bounds and so have its prob-
lems. Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby,
the first secretary, worked with
a budget of $7 billion_ By 1965,
the budget had grown to $25
billion and in the past five years
it has more than doubled.
• • • • .
. MRS, HOBBY had two as-
sistant secretaries. Robert F.
1 
Finch, whom Richardson suc-
ceeded (Finch ,heing moved to
m the White House staff, had anunder secretary, a (*pay tinder
secretary, and seven assistant
secretaries to help him run the
department.
Finch lasted about 17 months.
When he took the job, he knew
what he was getting into. He'd
been warned by Abraham Ribi-
coff, HEW secretary under
President Kennedy. who lasted
s18 months and then went on to
the Senate. --
He knew, said Finch, that the
job could be "a political mine
field,-but also that HEW Was
"where the action is . . . the
toughest and most challenging
job there is." Perhaps that's
why Richardson, who was 'doing
a good job as under secretary
of State, took it, because-it
posed such d rtialletioge, -or peer-
haps President 'Nixon just timid-
-ed his arm and said, "You're it.'A
,,..'• 3 •
,
RIBIGOFF told Finch it was
"a dead-end job." Said the Con-
nectiertit senator: "It has ndth-'
ing,'to• do with the man. No
4 ;.;..„ matter how brilliant he is, you
.`..Ssi r 1 
/ -Trusty. trucks'
' •S `A\ FRANCISCA/ (1.-P1) -
- Trucks transport' mute than
irig contentedly as Aheitolorful- 90 per, cent of all livel•tock to
ly-garbed horsemen refde.quietlY leading markets in the I niteciup over the ridge hde. It was a. sutra,. according to the Na-
thr41411tir seen° "764gl't out tiOra Automobile Club,.the Old West.
'Webb's wraakiers approached 4 
eissidikaisigsbiost of the
men on this job had ridden on
a huge herd of' buffalo tor,the
movi e, "How the West Was'
Won .V They knew what they'"'
could and couldn't do with the
befitse Onts thing not to do is
y stack push them When they
don't want to go
"BUFFALO don't drive like
cattle," says Webb. "These ani-
mals have a mind of their own.
You just stay back and ease
g. wite-- -!ern, -If they stop,-
you stop_ YetritOn't go up be-
hind a buffalo yelling and slap-
ping him on the rear like you
do with cattle. No sir, you take
It .easy and use psychology."
That's the way It was at the
Lake Riverside Valfey.round-up.
each in also an expert .at his It took the wrangler crew near-
tsa So Webb' cowhands took ty four hotfrs to ease tHe buffalo
e buffalo-round-up job. herd- over the hills, 4orn into
ot lig•ftgify recruited, how.: the viilley and rmairk Into the
'property and make it a buffalo ever, were horses. "Some horses- "1"41 :
• pasture. The only rub was that arescared silty of buffalo,' -Tpers was .iiiirife"roticern
"''' ste_huffalo were outside ipie Webb Said as he saddled up, his that pointliow well The
miles away In the Ma own mount. "They.get ortessetijff„AgrdsissOulci beingsist:
with dearly no intention of OT—La and won't go near. ride fences even though there
l't1ntine down to the co11.0 on 'You have 'to just find horse-* was plenty of room to roam.
---7-"TWPITIONVes'iglosserttr-Ifttor  .'8 • Irtlifts.flaiml lintherieri three
_ 
•to 4.10 hire sonic, wranglers So. the .round-up started eiir-AtTit"%t's of the herd, however They
and organise a 1101411d-tip. ly line Saturday morning this isive birth to (saves a week
epeends-znes.drivffttleisss, -assses.ssas s  vg,,tt _
• • J
ber of points, uepending on
how long it took to select the
right answer.
Maximum points
Reading speed and good re-
action time help compile a
higher score since the faster
the right answer is selected,
the more points it is worth.
The maxim um num ber of
pints a student can score on
four questions is 940 -- if he
answers all four within four
seconds. If he scores more
than 700 points on the first
four questions, he is advanced
to the "genius" category and
gets an additional set of four
questions with a maximum
'possible score of 1,880 poiaq„
Sonic- -Veteran test- OMR'4
have scored the maximum.
A total of 1,200 questions,
300 for each of the aircraft
categories, were prepared by '
instructors at the school, for
warded to the manufacturer
and placed on 35 mm film
for storage in the machine.
"I can't think of .aobetter
way for a pilot to review his
flying 'knowledge or to just
find out how much he has
lost," said Capt. Richard A.
Solern, 30, one of the stu-
dents. "And, somehow, I
really like the idea of putting
your wits against a machine
much more than I do reading
LINDY HONORED. 'T ti I s
iloseup study of i"'harli A
Lindtiergh was made rt
Washington during ere:
monies* -hassoring hien -for We'
conserva t ion eoritriinit 'ono
shared the honor with Sen.
tient-y M. Jackson, ii_ttsisg,
Liatett_noto:u.-ax
can't pile $50 Killion in social
programs on top of one man
and expect him to dcs,stfell."
A major. reason for the dif-
ficulty the job entails is that
HEW's activities encompass so
many hard core problems, like
school integration, urban rectal
conflicts, campus unrest, drug
abuse, rising medical costs and
many others. Beside them, dis-
pensing social security benefits
to millions of Americans is a
breeze.
• • •
. :BECAUSE of the numerous
problems that face HEW and
the multiple groups within it
that often compete with each
other for fluids and attention.
the department has been filled
with dissension. Finch's admini-
stiation had more than its
share.
During Finch's brief tenure, it
witnessed the resignation of
Herbert L. Ley, Jr., Food and
Drug administrator. and the
dismissal of James E. Allen,
commissioner of Education; Dr.
Stanley F. Yolles, director of
the National Institute of Men-
tal Health; Dr. Joseph T. Eng-
lish, administrator of the Health
Services and Mental Health Ad-
ministration; and Leon Penetta,



































MISSILES FROM MOSCOW fired by SoViet military advisers are zooming up at Israeli
planes from these sites in Egypt, says Lt. Gen, Haim Bar-Ley, Israeli chief of staff. Not
so, says Cairo. Shaded aret near Suez Canal is a missile zone 15 by 30 miles, says Bar-Lev.
Rights.
Richardson was regarded at
the State Department as one of
the best managers that sprawl-
ing agency ever had. He will
need all of his considerable
managerial talents to cope with
his new assignment.
About 7(X) babies are born
with birth defects in the United
States each day, says the March
of Dimes.
We Will Close Wednesday At Noon To Prepare For This Sale




PRICES IN OUR BOY'S DEPARTMENT
ARE SO LOW YOU MUST COME
SEE FOR YOURSELF 
PRICE
I Group Florsheim & Freeman
OVER 500 SUITS & OVER 350 SPORT COATS TO CHOOSE FROM









































































































































DATSUN Pick Up. Real
nice buy 31.595.00.
1969 DATSUN 2000 Sports
Car. Red. 7.000 miles.
82,595.00 (63,295.00 new).
Oil DATSUN Pick-Up. Two
to choose from. 11,395
967 DATSUN Pick-Up. Ex-
ceptionally nice. 81,095.
1967 4-Door Sedan. Stick, air
conditioner and radio.
013.00.
1967 4-Door Wagon. Stick, ra-
dio, 67 h.p. One owner.
6995,00.
1967 4-Door Wagon. Stick, ra-
dio, 96 h.p. S.S., air con-
ditioner. 11,095.00.
1966 DATSUN 1600 Sport Car.
Two to choose from.
11,005.00.
OPEL 2-Door. $1,295.00.
1965 VW. Red, radio. $795.00.
1994 VW. Red, radio. $895.00.
1963 VW. Blue. radio. $595.00.
1916 SIMCA 4-Door. Radio,
1 owner, up to 35 miles
per gal. $495.00.
Ile FORD Galaxie LTD 4-
Door Hardtop. P ow er
steering, power brakes,
air conditioner, r ad i o.
"Show room a pp e a r-
anee". $1,096.00.
1E14 FORD Galaxie 500 2-Dr.
Hardtop. 3-s d col-
umn, radio. $595.00.
1984 CHRYSLER 300, 2-Door
t: Hardtop. Real nice. Ra-
w dio. deluxe interior.
$695.00.
1147 MERCURY Cougar GT.
Mag wheels, Coney ad-
justable shocks, chrome
engine. "A hot one!"
;1,595.00.
1962 PONTIAC Tempest 4
Door Wagon. Real good
transportation. Averages
25 miles per gal_ 6195.00.
11163 CHEVROLET Impala 4-




- Omit TV 8:00 p.m. -
Sycamore Street
FOR RENT
THE LE GER & TIMES MURRAY KENTUCK
Y 
Al hi 1 rsi
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL air-conditioned 1
bedroom brick, family room,
double carport, orage room,
pony stable, city water, five
acres, paved road. Near Bent-
on, Kentucky. $26,500. Phone
1402-527-8197. nit
TWO LOTS at Panorama Shores.
located on Jacks Creek. Call 436-
=89. TFNC
WANT TO LIVE in the coun-
try? One year old three-bed-
room home, near Almo Heights,
3 minutes to Murray. Howard
G. Bucy, 753-1061. July-13-C
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
pick of seven. To be register
ed. Call or see Howard G. Bucl
753-1861, Almo, Kentucky.
July-13-C
FOUR MONTI old Yorkshire
boars. Martin Soloman,





CARPENTRY: new or remodel  -
tog. For free estimates call
Healey Bucy 492-8120 after 5
p. Aug.-11-C
PROFESSIONAL Painting. Ul-
terior and exterior. Referencen
Free estimates. Phone 753-3486
July-13.0
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME U.
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Home Repairs all makes and
models. Call day or night. Cal-
vert City 305-7553. Long clis-
talons mil collect. Fast effic-
ient servioe at reasonabie cost.
TIC
SAWS FILED, lawn mows and ,
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
South 12th Street. Phone 751
8067. ITC
FLOOR SANDING and WA-
log, new and old floors, work
2. 
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
JulY' John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
EIGHT TRACK stereo tape sy- Route 2, 42088, Phone 
375-2996-
stem with two speakers, 15 
August-7-Q
tapes and case; 3% HP mini-
bike. Phone 753-3792 after
5:00 p. m. July-9-P RI ICWTAfl
NORGE coppertone dryer, one
year old, still under guaran
tee, $75.00. Call before 11:00
a. m. 753-9226. July-s
23 ACRES with deep well an
pond, new home, electric heat,
bath .and Mentent. See tWO
miles west of Lynn Gro-e, then
turn at Crittenden Store, south
two m IL Roberson.
July-10-P
NEWLY redecorated house on
corner lot. Has four large
rooms, nice apartment attach-
ed for income. Reasonably pric-
Phone 753-6229 or 753-6012.
July-10•C
HELP WANTED
EMPLOYED MAN. Repair type-
writers part time. Training fur-
nished. Local interview. Write:
Regional Manager, Box 25,
GlelleldiV, Pa. 15118. July-11-C
WANTED: elderly lady to live
In . No invalids or childr,n.
Part time. Phone 492-8370.
July-1-C
WANTED: baby sitter, five
days a week, for six weeks.
Phone 7534420. July-10-P
WANTED: nurses aides to work
In air conditioned building. Ex-
perience not necessary. Will
train. Experience helpful if fa-
miliar with caring for sick pa-
tients. Phone Meadovvview Re-
tirement Home 345-2116, Farm-
ington, Ky. July-14C
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED: furnished or tmfur-
nished house to rent. Two or
more bedrooms. No children.
Call 753-5242 after 5 p.
July-O-P
WANT TO RENT, nice three
or four bedroom home, must
be large with dining room and
den. Phone Mr Shinners, Van-
derbilt Chemical, 753-4171, 8:00
a. an. till 4:00 p. an. July-1-C
FOUR-BEDROOM, two batk,  
brick home. 1000 Sharpe Street.
$115 month; Yearly lease. Ap- - 
ply at Ledger and Times. TIC  
2-ROOM apartment, kitchen,
ball and bst sUilties paid.
Call 753-3948. TFNC
90 FT. PONTOON boat. By this
4, or by the week. Phone 753-
1784 or 7588404. July-8C
TWO-BEDROOM house, central'
air and heat Available August
1st. Phone 753-8610. July-I-?'.
NICE two bedroom trailer. Lo-
cated in nice shaded area near
Murray. Phone 753-4645.
July-16P
TWO - BEDROOM' unfurnished
apartment, also one bedroom
famished. Phone 753-5079.
July 10-C
FIVE-ROOM house with bath,
electric, hest, 880.00. Also ohs-
-dllY lot for troller, water find
sewerage furnished. Phone 751
X11 after 5:00 p an July-10-P







NICE mobile home, private
Yard *70.00 per month. Phone
• 
July-18C
POE SALO OR LEASE
USE: near Robertson school.
Walk to university, 3-bedroom.
kb4 baths, family room with
Lace. laundry area, large
Mt, five, years& old Call 753-
sa1 8 July-14-C
•
IS YOUR Business for male?
For fast confidential service,
call 471-1930 or write Byerfind-
er System, Sikeston, Mo.
July-9-C
LAWN MOWERS, tillers, any
gas motor repaired. Also your
gun put in good operating con-
dition and refinished. Low
charges. Quick service. Guar-
anteed. H. S. Robertson, 1610
Calloway. phone 753-7863.
July.10-P
-7_ JULY CLEARANCE SALE
ENTIRE STOCK
of LAY EST STYLE SUITS and SPORT COATS - Large
Selection SHORTS, REGULAR, LONGS and EXTRA
LONGS . . .
REDUCED 3670 or More!
ENTIRE STOCK OF FOLLOWING
ITEMS REDUCED
DRESS PANTS ,d()%
WASH & WEAR PANTS 40%
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS  44%
KNIT SHIRTS  40%
WALK SHORTS  40%
SWIM WEAR 50%
"PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE"
THE COLLEGE SHOP
214 N. 15th 733-3242
FOR SALE POE SALE
IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
COURT




LEE ROGERS and CLIFTON
FINNEY, d/b/a ROGERS l•
FINNE'Y CONSTRUCTION COM-
PANY. DEFENDANTS
Pureaunt to execution placed
in my hands to satisfy a judge
ment in the amount of One
Thousand Three Hundred Sixty.
Seven and 03/100 ($1,387.03)
Dollars, I shall offer for sale
at 1:30 P. M., Thursday, July
18, 1970 the following demerits
ed personal property owned by
the Defendant, LEE ROGERS:
Sale to be conducted on South
aide of Court House.
1966 Pontiac Bonneville,
vinyl top, power steering.
brakes, and air conditioning.
Riding Lawn mower, 25" cut,
an horsepower Briggs and
Stratton engine.
On the day of sale bidders
will be prepared to Pay cash
or sign a bond with sufficient
ALL TRACMR equiIIIIINItaall surety for the purchase price
wilSolk Sell Or trade roc ne°118 with such bond to be paid with-
of equal value. Call 753-8110 m thirty (30) dom.
oat rdgistemd. Will mdl remits:-  
This the 24th fiay of June,
-
gale. Phone 753-1790, TFNC
BOSTON TERRIER puppies. Mx
~be old. Has beer wormed.
Bieck with white snalitiogs.
Pah& ALC registered, leather D. 111 July3C
CAW AND .CARRY. New land
carpet Commercial type hi-
deosity rubber beck, was sq.
It Heavy slug, $3.96 sq. It
Also in stock. Big bargain pile,
$1.99 eq. yd. and 11.99 sq. yd.
for anything U pile while it
leatz Peschall's Discount House,
Hasei, Kentucky 492-9733. We
will be open 4th of July.
FOR SALE OR RENT: House
trailer, 10' x 51', '81 model.
Phone 753-7855 or 7534221.
August-1-C
MAULING





FOR RENT OR SALM
1967 REGENT mobile home,
10x55, air conditioned, natural
gas, price reduced for summer
term. Phone 436-5862 or 753-
7770. July-10-C
TV ANTENNA and Rotary, one
year old Call mama July-8-1P
AKC REGISTERED Toy Apricot'
Poodle, six weeks old. Phone
753-P3.30. Also Mr! :mien
July-1-C
AEC REGISTER= Collie PRP% 
pies, seven weeks old. Wormed.
shots. Paducah 443-5503.
July-IC
THERMOFAX copying reaebina 
A-1 condition Can be seen at
Murray Supply or call 753-338L
Jely44
1714' FOLBOT Kayak, (excellent
fishing boat) complete with pad
dies and life jackets. Also: allele
projector, lenticular projectioa
screen. 35 ram camera, 35 ma
photo enlarger and some se-
cowries, and portable Zig-Tin
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba-
by stroller end baby sewing niachine. Call 753-87/11
before 8 p. in. or ass at 1014
Phone ,753-0775. 'Nyzi• Street. July-844C
1970 YAMAHA 250. Less than
1,000 miles. Must sell. Phone
753-5255. July-10-P
POODLE PUPPIES, AKC reg-
Lstered, 7 weeks old, cham-
pagne color, two males ad two
females. Phone 753-5291.
July-9-C
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
$675.00. Phone 753-7850. nrc
REFRIGERATOR, like new.
Table and chairs, television,
odds and ends. 209 North 5th
Street. July-11-P
CARD OF THANKS 
TIMOTHY HAY, picked up In
We wish to thank each and 
the field or delivered. Phone
492-8142. July-8C
everyone for the kindness 
shown us following the tractor 1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 1969 BSA
accident of Charles H. (Buddy) Firebird Scrambler 650 CC
Irvin. We especially wish to Phone 7t32-4252. July-9-P
thank everyone for working out
the crop Last Wednesday.
BY OWNER, 1970 Countess me-
The Family of Charles 
bile home, 12:60. Phone 481)-
H. (Buddy) Irvin
3601 or 4894511. July-9-NC
1TC TWO SETS of Mag wheel toot
ers. Phone 753-4516 after 8:00
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE
 FOR SALE
s-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, sunken den and
 kitchen.
2 baths, powder room, utility, built-in range and 
oven.
2-car garage, central heat and air. On Belm
ont.
3-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER. 14 baths, large 
living-.
room. Large utility, den and kitchen combination
. Central
heat and air. car-putt. 40x150 lot. Built in 1969. On Cats-
--
3-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER. Living room, den
 and
kitchen combination, built in range and oven, garbage
disposal. 14 baths Central heat and air, car port. 1308
Kirkwood
- -
2-BEDROOM FRAME. I bath, living room,• kitchen, ga-
rage. 4 acre lot. Martins Chapel Road.
- - -
15-ACRE FARM with 3 Bechoom brick-veneer. 1 bath
,
utility. 1-car garage. 7 m elisEast of Hazel.
iNTERESTEDII
CALL . .
WILSON INSURANCE & REAL MATE
153-3213 sip 753 SOM
ML.* Marriber, we have mane timings!
P. m. TFNC
2% TO 3-TON Westinghouse
air conditioner, window unit
Just like new. Phone 753-5273
ITC
- TWO GARRARD turn tables.
One Gibson amplifier. One girls
bicycle. 1070 Maverick car.
1066 Fairlane 500 station wag-
on with air. Phone 753-1497, af-
ter 4:00 p. m. July-10-C
EIGHT TRACK tape- player ste-
reo. Also Kenmore dryer.
Phone 753-7719. July-10-C
MO-PAD, _ very good condition.
Prof* 753-2295. July-10-P
17 WEANING PIGS. Phone 435-
4725 after 5:00 p. July-10-C
REGISTERED Angus bull, $300
4 years old. Take No. 119, turn
toword Shamrock Resort. Turn
left first gravel lane. July-10-P
METAL BUNK bed with innet-.
spring Mattress. V' good con-
dition. Also a Clarinet in good
condition. Phone 753-4943.
1 rP
NINE 8-week old weaning pigs
Phone 753-8966. July- 10-C
GIRL'S 24" bicycle. Looks like
new. Phone 753-8151 or see at
217 South 15th St July10-C
BELL & HOWELL movie cam
era, projector. Two yeali-if tI.
like new Phase 7E34457 after
6:30 p m July-10-C
- SILVER hatt-thMarrinnt.
era. Write Box 32-Y, Murray.
Kentucky. State 'price you will
Day-- • July-10-P
 •
8140 TWO BEDROOM house
trailer. 12 ft., 14 IL, and 18 ft.,
aluminum boats. Mercury Mark
24 HP motor. Phone 759-8018.
July-114
CARD PARTY coming up' Rug
look terrible. Blue Lustre will
make them sparkle again. Rent
a shampooer for only $1.00 at
Big K July-11-C
PIANO in Storage. Fine Spinet.
Commie, stored locally. Reported
excellent. Responsible person
can take at big saving on low
payment balance. Write M. L
A C. Mgr., 431 Virginia, J091114
Mo., 84801, July-1P
GOOD USED electric Frigidaire
range. While. Please call 751
6425. July-E-C
6 WEEKS OLD black Toy Pood-
 le and French Pugs. Call 751
1246 or see at 503 Olive.
July-8C
14,000 BTU air conditioner. Ex-
cellent working condition, $85.
Lot A-7, Mobile Home Village,
Murray. July-10-C
GOOD portable typewnter, re
ady to sell. Also 2 used tennis










DR. GEORGE C. OAKLEY
Announces the Opening
Of His Office
For the Practice of
GENERAL DENTISTRY
at
201 South 5th Street
Office Hours By Appointment
Phone 753-8535
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sin-
cere thanks and gratitude •,o
the friends and neighbors for
the food and flowers during
the demise of our daughter and
Mother ehyrle Stanley. May
God bless each and every one
of you is our prayer.




MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
(Serving America for 95 Years)
Offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business of
your own. We are interested in a qualified Sales oriented
person with previous retail experience to own and ope-
rate a catalog store in Murray, Kentucky.
I/ you are willing to ai.oept responsibility in return for a






In memory of my dear hus-
band, Lilburn Rayburn, who
passed away six months ago
God is always close beside me,
when my burdens are so hard
to bear, and He knows bow
much I miss you and my darl-
ing God only knows the Pain
that's in my heart How I long
to be beside you, where I know
we will never part I can't un-
derstand why He called you
and left me here alone. But
darling I'll join you where we
will never part. There we will
be so happy. No heartaches, no
more sorrow. How I long to
Inir you call me, Just to say
I love you. As he awoke each
morning, I .would breathe a
little prayer, 0 Dear God plegse
protect him, keep him in my
care. Now He's 'pee to live AI
Heaven where I'll meet him
some sweet day. Thank you
God for the few years we had
together. I know you will have
no worries in that happy home
above. Wren my life is over
and my race here has been run,
1965 CHEVROLET four door I know I will meet
 you, when
Wan with power steering, my work o
n earth is done.
brakes and sir. Low mileage, Missed by o
ne that loves
goOd 'car Phone 753-4516 aftero,ou,
6•Ofty. m. TFNC Wife, Helen 
Rayburn
ITC
nee JI.E.P, four wheel dd.%
low mileage, hes two tops. Cell
753-7850
*here the yellow went
HOLLAND, Nlich.
It's been years since yellow
cars were popular, but they are
ba4 now-in a big way.
- return. say Rene
Willis, Chemetron color ex-
pert, reflects the impact of
the youth market which sets
the trends for auto colors by
demanding bright, even shock-
ing, colors.
If the past repeats itself,
however, yellow will give wio
in a couple of years to some
-other color as youthful tastes
-shift. he adds.
* * *
Hard d -at the Office?
OTTAWA (UPI)-The major-.
Ity of office' 'w kers have a
shutter work wék than now
Office workers, according iCsa
study by the Federal Depart-
ment of Labor on working con-
ditions in Canadian industry.
Most office workers spend
37,5 hours a week at their
desks while a majority of non-__
office wo'rkers-7I per ceht-'
has a 40-hour week, the study
showed.
NOTICE
1937 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
Coupe, V-8, automatic, power
steeds& air conditioning. 37,-
000 miles- ROOSOC tor selling,
going to Vietown. See or call
Roger Cooper 435-7335.
July-10-NC
17 rr INSULATED Van as
OMC 214 tor chassis, liaa
body A4 with metal floor. Ideal
for eootrectars, storage, etc.
Truck needs motor repair. Best
Offer weer $450.00. Phone 759-
2700.
1959 PONTIAC Catalina, Tr-
power, Standard transmission,
end condition. See at Shady
Oaks Trailer Court No. 69
July-9-P
1964 CHEVROLET V-8, 14 ton
pick-ep. Lang beeI baps, wide
Pleitar, fibfrostnt. 061116
and air conditioner. $900.00
lo.nx 492-8452. 1ula-10-NC
19, * PLYMOUTH Fury, V-8, 4-
sedan Real good car.
hone-7534316 after 6:00 p_ in
TFNC
GRAND OPENINGTT
Is scheduled this 5aturday at The Dungeon! . •-
The auction will start at 6:00 la:reeved 
last until 11:00
p.m. The Dungeon is located at the corne
r of 4th and
Olive Streets, Murray,,Xy. Anyone having
 anything,, for
the Auction please contact Mr. Wayne Wil
son. Auction-
eer, at 753-3283 or Jim Heisler. Manager. at 
753 9990.
We have on hand many bargains, including a 
Antique
Walnut Bedroom Suite. with more on the way..
Como early and browse around our Thrift 
Corner
. . you will find good clothes ranging in price
 from 50C
on up.
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO:
• The oldest in Amgen. person.
• The couple that has been married the longest and
shortest time.
• Drawing will be held every hour.
Make sure you stop by the concesaion,stand and get




Broad coverage, low rates. Cell
us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate Ag-
ency. Phone 7534845, Murray,
KY. July-U-C
YOU ARE cordially invited to
attend a gospel meeting with
the Coldwater Church of Christ.
July 6-11. Services are at 3
o'clock each afternoon and st
7:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D.
licKeedree is the speaker.
July-18C
FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippies,
the greet Iron pilL Only $1.98
Holland Drug. July-8-P
YOUNG married couple needs
ride to Florida before July 13
Will kelp on expenses. Call 753-
E440 or 753-3330. July-8-P
Wanted; elderly person _kg
room and board in my MOW
Man or woman. Phone 75341.1.
July-9-C
WIDOW LADY would like to
contact mature lady to share
my home with me. Have new
modern home with all conven-
iences Located in southwest
Murray, close to shopping cent-
er. Phone 753-3903 for further
Information.. July41-C
BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
TO l'HE FARMERS of this
area: The Shoemaker Livestock
Company would like to come
into your homes by means of
radio and television, but we
me email operators and after
we pay our bills and eat, there
is not much left to pay for ad-
vertising. But we want you to
know our prices will be in line
with the other nine buying ate,
'dons in this area. We want and
need your hogs and will al-
ways do the very best we can
for you. Thanks for all you









Edward Postle is spending two
y can in Ail teliMEJJUreslif/11_
dense rourse in
Postle. imprisoned for tio:ft
anti ;raffi ...Vieille% want/v.4o
be a par-op, after he is released.
FiloGI: =TEEN THE EDGE TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY WEDNESDAY 




Civil Disturbances Cost -State
Over $131,000 In Military Funds
By Jim - Warren
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Nation-
al Guard operations during civil
disturbances over the put 15
months have cost the common-
wealth over $137,000 according
ti Maj. Gen. tarry C. Dawson,
the state adjutant general.
Dawson said the Department
of Military Affairs figures in-
clude rations and pay for active
duty guardsmen but do n o t
show the cost of fuel and main-
tenance for vehicles.
The two largest oulkays came
during the Lr,uisville disturb-
ans. May of 1968 and the
-14PWIfieturbance on the Uni-
versity-of Kentucky campus in
Lexington. Costs were $119.286
at Louisville and $15,510 at UK.
Dawson says recent federal
pay increases for servicemen
have doubled the cost to the
state because Kentucky law re-
quires that state active duty
pay equal federal pay.
Funding for civil disturbanc-
es or disasters is never budget-
ed. The money must come from
the Governor's contingency
fund or from Department of
Military Affairs funds budgeted
for other needs.
A FEW TOO MANY
BARNSLEY, England (UPI)
-When police received a call
Sunday saying "there's a child
trapped it% a bus," they sent 17
policemen, firemen and ambu-
lance workers. They gathered
around while one of them freed
7-month old Andrea Burnip's




gland (UN) -Pub owner Fred
Holstock and the regulars at his
place celebrated Christmas
Sunday -174 days early.
Holstock said it was the third
year kw their twice-a-year
Christmas and now it is a
regular feature of his calendar.
"It all started as a bit of a
joke when someone said they
didn't think the brotherly spirit
of Dec. 25 lasted long enough,"
he said.
"I think the middle of the
year is the right time to do
something about it. The List
Christmas is about forgotten
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COMPARE OUR IOW, LOW PRICES













UMME: A A N SALE_
ONE LARGE GROUP, 130 UNITS,
MEN'S YEAR ROUND & SUMMER
SUITS
REDUCED 50% OR MORE
All New Styles and Patterns Single aid Double
Breasted Summer Suits Must-Cog
We Have Over Bought
OUR LOSE IS YOUR GAIN
BRANDS: Timely - Curlee
- Cricketeer - Brookfield
Reg. '99.95 - - - Now '69.00
Reg_ $89.95,, Now "62.50
Reg. $79.95 - - Now '55.00
- Reg. $69.95---  Now '47.50
Reg. $59.95 - - - Now '42.50
Reg. $95.0)0- - Now '65.00
fieg._$W.00 - - Now '57.50
Rg.$75.00 - - - Now '52.50
Reg. *65.00 - - - Now $45.00
Reg. $55.00 - - - Now '37.50
MENS SPORT COATS
One Large Group 1/
diced To  
1 Group 
1/32 PRICE Reduced I
ALL *ENS DRESS PANTS
Reduced For Sale
Reg. $26.00 - - Now '19.95
Reg. '20.00 - - Now '15.00
Reg. '16.00 - - Now '13.00
Reg. '22.50 - - Now '17.50
Reg. '18.00 - - Now '14.00 -
Reg. $14.00 - - Now '11.50
One Large Group Of
WASH & WEAR STA-PRESS,
Reg. CASUAL SLACKS/
$10 - $12 Values Se Pair
DRESS & SPORT SHIRTS
• Button Down Collar
Reg. $6.50 - - NOW '3.95
or 2 for ISO
• Sport Shirts
Reg. '6.50 - -
Now '3.95
Mens
SUMMER STRAW  ---HATS
1/2 Price
MENS SHOES
SHOES of Broken SizesOne Large Group 1/2 Price
ONE LARGE GROUP
*BASS WEJEENS Him puppiEs
*BOSTONION LOAFERS Aliliz:Lts"e4ndShCOelso„


















Now comes a letter
D. Hughes who
great concentration





I was suddenly in
as a temporary Ix
of a sort.
Leaping from m3




name, but not the
Bowker John 1601
3uumped out of tl
was immediately
my memory.
I then flew to
rushed to the see
you spoke, which 1
ed out to be confut
that Keeneland rt
west, more or less
particular intersec
land is met by t
streets at exactly,
the aame place. Co
the north side o
is South 17th Stre
rying to meet it




tide with great in
one stop sign on t
Catalina and the
tion of Keeneland.






facts in some sari
began a confused
and after several




vacant pole is a
concluded that the
traffic on Catena
tined for this inte
the south bound t
trth 17th also deal
intersection have
way over the ea
bound traffic on I
so heeded for thia
So I present to ;
hams, my decisioi
the next step in
completion of this






Hurrah for you Mr.
your solution. You
sir, come to a a(
sion for this vex:
Some person appar
ed this stop sign 4




that is right at the
John Bowker lives.
"U" shaped interse
everyone has the z







uation is to place "
for one-half block
tions.
If you can figure t
we will present to
fic planner pin wh
of a small stop si
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Refreshments oil
ed. The public is 1
